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Abstract 

 

NANOSCALE INVESTIGATION OF SILK PROTEINS USING 
NEAR-FIELD OPTICS 

Shaoqing Zhang, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2018 

 

Supervisor:  Hu Tao 

 

Recent developments in nanotechnology have led to renewed interest and 

breakthroughs in structural biopolymers, specifically silk protein, as functional materials. 

The exceptional mechanical properties and the bio-compatibility of silk has enabled wide 

range of applications from biomedical devices, optics, electronics, to transient implants. 

Understanding the mechanisms that underpin the β-sheet formation and deformation as 

well as the formulation of strategies to control inter- and intramolecular bonds within silk 

protein matrices is paramount for the control of protein structures and the improvement 

of material properties. However, conventional imaging techniques that are used to 

characterize and recapitulate silk structure–function relationships present challenges at 

the nanoscale given their limitations in chemical sensitivity (for example, electron 

microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM)) or limited spatial resolution (for 

example, ‘far-field’ infrared (IR) spectroscopy). In this context, my research focuses on 

the understanding of the conformational transitions of silk fibroin and recombinant spider 

silk, and the interaction between the protein and energy or other biomolecules at 

nanoscale using near-field optics. In particular, the complete conformational transition of 

the silk protein under the electron bombardment have been visualized, guiding the 
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creation of novel 3D nanostructures using Electron Beam Lithography (EBL). 

Meanwhile, the dual-tone structural formation of silk structures under ion beam 

irradiation have been thoroughly investigated, resulting in the “Protein Lego” 

manufacturing paradigm. The UV enabled silk protein cross-linking has also been 

utilized for scalable manufacturing of bio-structures. The interaction between the silk 

protein and other types of biological materials (such as cells, bacteria, and virus) has been 

studied to explore the stabilization capability of the silk matrix. The comprehensive 

investigation of the interplay between the protein material, energy input, as well as other 

chemical/biological species will pave the way for the bio-compatible, bio-degradable, and 

multi-functional platforms, serving as the building blocks of the green bio-manufacturing 

paradigm.  
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serves as a simplified guide that connects the applications of the silk 

fibroin with the appropriate manufacturing and modification 

technologies in a systematic manner. The roadmap starts at the center of 

the figure with an objective of the application, followed by the 

requirements that needs to be addressed by the manufacturing and 

modifications of the silk fibroin. The final recommended combinations 

(the roadmap only listed the most common ones) is summarized in the 

outmost layer of the figure.[62, 67, 70, 81, 82, 162-165] (45, 51, 71, 129, 

149-153) Photo credits: (154) and spider web (155). ...................................99	
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Biopolymers, especially proteins, serve as the building blocks of life since they 

are produced by living matter to provide the most fundamental functions to creatures. 

There are thousands of types of proteins that possess different features in terms of their 

composition, conformation, and bio-activity. One of the most important types is the 

structural proteins, which provide intra- and extra-cellular structural support and an 

interface with the abiotic world (1, 2). The structural protein is one of the most abundant 

and physiologically diverse biopolymers with unique, repetitive amino acid sequences 

(e.g. GAGAGS for B. mori silk fibroin) that promote the formation of large, stable, and 

‘crystalline’ domains through self-assembly (3). The hierarchically organized crystalline 

structures, which often possess the form of fibers, are evident in many structural proteins 

including collagens, keratins and silks, and represents their distinct feature. The word 

“structural proteins” is commonly used to describe family of proteins with similar amino 

acid composition and characteristics. Their classification is sometimes debated because 

of the deviation from their common use in plain language.  For example, the word 

‘collagen’ covers a large family of proteins ubiquitous in animals and some fungi. 

Collagens are secreted from cells to form extracellular matrix and connective tissues both 

in fibrillar and non-fibrillar form (4). Similarly, ‘silk’ is a term used to describe a family 

of protein fibers spun (i.e. extracellularly made insoluble in filament form from an 

aqueous protein solution) by a number of arthropod lineages. Many insect species 

produce silk for a wide variety of purposes (5). It has then been proposed that the silk 

production capability has evolved multiple times among insects and that each origin has 

led to a novel silk ‘lineage’, which can be identified by grouping silks according to their 

gland of production, molecular structure, and phylogenetic distribution. In recent years, 
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considerable research efforts have centered on the silk extracted from B. mori caterpillars 

and on dragline silk of spiders due to their outstanding mechanical properties.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the silk protein 

THE STRUCTURES OF SILK 

 

Figure 1: SEM images of the B. mori silk fiber. (a) The raw silk fiber (b) the double 
fibroin cores that compose a single raw fiber. (c) the double fibroin cores 
exposed by peeling off the sericin (d) the cross-sectional view of a single 
fibroin core.  

The domesticated silkworms, or also known as the B. mori silkworms, produces 

fibers with a diameter of about 10μm (6). Each fiber is usually consisting of two strands 

of fibrous cores, covered and glued together by another protein (As shown in Figure 1). 

The protein that assembles into the fibrous cores, which often have a triangular cross-

section, are called fibroin (which account for ~75% of the weight of silk fibers) while the 

glue protein is called sericin (which account for ~25% of the weight of silk fibers). The 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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highly crystallized fibroin is the component that provides the mechanical robustness to 

the silk fibers and is used for a wide range of applications. Therefore, this dissertation 

will be devoted to the discussion of the fibroin.  

The fibroin protein consists of two major components with a ratio of 1:1 – a light 

chain segment (~26 kDa) and a heavy chain segment (~390 kDa) linked together by a 

disulfide bond between the Cys-c20 of the heavy chain and Cys-172 of the light chain (7, 

8). In terms of the amino acid composition, the silk fibroin is mainly composed of glycine 

(Gly) (43%), alanine (Ala) (30%) and serine (Ser) (12%)(9). The heavy chain consists of 

12 domains that form the crystalline regions (β-sheets) of the fiber, interspersed with 

short and less organized domains (helices and coils). The primary composition of the 

crystalline region is Gly-X repeats, with X being Ala, Ser, Threonine (Thr) and Valine 

(Val). The most common repeating units in these regions are GAGAGS, GAGAGY, or 

GAGAGA (10, 11). These sequences result in hydrophobic components with a natural 

co-block polymer design. Therefore, the hydrogen bonding between the repeating units 

assemble into the β-sheets and provides the mechanical strength to the fiber. The non-

repeating units, on the other hand, forms random coils, β-spirals, and α-helices that 

account for the elasticity of the fibers.  

 

THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SILK 

 The silk fibers are renowned for the exceptional mechanical properties and has 

been used for the textile industry for centuries (12-14). Here in table 1, the mechanical 

properties of the silk protein and other commonly seen biodegradable materials are 

summarized. 
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Table 1: The mechanical properties of the silk protein and other common types of 
bio-degradable materials. (15-18) 

As evident from the Table 1, both the Modulus and the ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) of the silk protein is superior than other common biomaterials such as collagen 

and polylactic acid (PLA). This is again mainly attributed to the high content of 

crystalline β-sheets domains of the heavy chain. However, the elasticity of the silk fiber 

in general is lower than the softer bio-polymers since the β-sheets tends to be rigid. 

 

THE RE-ENGINEERING OF SILK 

Silk has a rich history as a material for manufacturing. Before the ‘micro’ and 

‘nano’ technological revolutions that have spanned for the last two centuries, structural 

proteins have been used mostly in their natural forms, i.e. fibers and tissues produced by 

animals, for millennia. In the last a few decades – given the advances in science and 

technology and the increasing demand to find suitable materials to harmlessly interface 

with cells and different tissues in the human bodies – silks have also found extensive 

Source of 
Biomaterial

Modulus (Gpa) UTS (Mpa) Strain at break
(%)

Reference

B. Mori silk 
(with Sericin)

5 – 12 500 19 (15)

B. Mori silk 
(without Sericin)

15 – 17 610 – 690 4 – 16 (15)

B. Mori silk 10 740 20 (16)

N. Clavipes silk 11 – 13 875 – 972 17– 18 (16)

Collagen 0.0018 – 0.046 0.9 – 7.4 24 – 68 (17)

Crosslinked
Collagen

0.4 – 0.8 47 – 72 12 – 16 (17)

Polylactic acid 1.2 – 3.0 28 – 50 2 – 6 (18)
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application in biomedical fields, including wound healing (19), tissue engineering (20), 

regenerative medicine (21) and drug delivery (22). Silk and other types of structural bio-

polymers possess the merits of non-toxicity, biodegradation, support of cells growth and 

differentiation, and mechanical strength (23-25) that are difficult to find in synthetic 

materials and that have enable the use of silks in many ‘biocompatible systems’(26-29). 

Biomedical devices made of structural proteins have been fabricated using materials both 

in their natural form (e.g. silk fiber-made ligament grafts) or through the regeneration of 

‘raw’ natural materials in suspensions of protein nanoaggregates that have then been 

processed in several materials formats, including hydrogels, films and nanofibers (28, 30-

33). 

Since the regenerated silk solutions is a convenient precursor to a wide range of 

material formats, the research on the regeneration process have been thoroughly studied. 

A well-established protocol has been reported in the literature for extracting the silk 

fibroin from the raw silk fiber and then dissolve it into a water based salt solution.  
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Figure 2: The process of obtaining regenerated silk solution and the recombinant 
spider silk. (a) the silk fibroin protein can be separated from the raw silk 
cocoons by boiling the raw fibers in the Na2CO3 solution. The resulting 
fibroin is dissolved in the LiBr solution and then purified through dialysis 
against DI water and the centrifugation. (b) the recombinant spider silk can 
be obtained by grafting the DNA segment from spiders that express the 
Spideroin protein into the e. coli.  

The protocol of extracting the silk fibroin from the raw fibers involves several 

water-based processes (30). Firstly, the silk cocoon is cut up into small pieces and boiled 

in the Na2CO3 solution. During this step, the sericin is dissolved into the solution and 

therefore separated from the fibroin. This is called the degumming step, where the 

temperature and duration of the degumming determines the partial degradation of the 

fibroin protein chain (34). The fibroin is then dissolved into the aqueous LiBr solution. 

During this step, the crystalline domains of the fibroin is de-folded into amorphous states, 

yielding a suspension (or solution) of silk fibroin nano-aggregates dispersed uniformly in 

the LiBr solution. The pure silk/water solution can be purified from the mixture through 

dialysis against deionized water (DI water) and the particular contaminants is removed by 

centrifugation. The resulting aqueous silk solution is a uniform, light-yellow-colored and 

transparent liquid as shown in Figure 2A.  

Cut	and	boil	
In	Na2CO3

Dissolve	in	LiBr

Water	dialysis Centrifuge	

Gene expression

Gene block design

Genetic engineering

Mechanical 
property block

Cross-linking 
block

Spider silk solution

(a) (b)
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On the other hand, a very similar type of natural fibrous protein – the spider silk 

(spideroin) – possess even better mechanical properties than the silk fibroin, which is also 

ideal for a wide range of applications. However, the territoriality and the cannibalism of 

the spiders make them difficult to farm and therefore the mass production of spider silk 

has been impractical. Therefore, genetic engineering is resorted to produce the 

recombinant spideroin (5, 35-39). The DNA segments in the spider that is used to express 

the spideroin is grafted to e. coli, which will then produce the spideroin in a controlled 

environment. Although the yield of this method is fairly low, the genetic engineering 

method of producing spideroin has a few advantages. First of all, the purity of the product 

can be well controlled and since the protein is directly express into a water based 

solution, there is no need for dissolution steps that could degrade the protein. In addition, 

since the DNA of the e.coli can be further modified, genetically modified spideroin with 

desired properties (such as high elasticity, cell adhesion, and fluorescence) can be 

produced by grafting the appropriate DNA segment.  
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Figure 3: The multi-level modification of the natural/regenerated silk proteins. (a) The 
silk protein can be modified directly by altering the genes of the silkworms 
through genetic engineering. (b) chemically conjugated silk protein have 
also been successfully demonstrated. Even simpler methods such as (c) 
mesoscopic doping and (d) macroscopic mixing can be utilized to produce 
customized silk.  

Besides obtaining the regenerated proteins, which possess the original properties 

(mechanical, chemical, and biological) of the natural silk fibroin, sometimes additional 

functionalities needs to be imposed on the material for the target applications. This is 

where the versatility of the silk based platform is well manifested in the diverse ways of 

modifying the silk material (Figure 3). For example, the silk protein can be directly 

modified by inserting the transgene into the silkworm genome to acquire the desired 

properties such as fluorescence (40). The raw silk fiber and regenerated silk protein can 

Protein Functionalized 
protein

Gene 
design 

Bacteria 
Recombinant 

protein

Protein Functionalized 
Protein

Dopants/
Molecules Silk Collagen Protein 

Mixture

Genetic	engineering Chemical	modification

Mesoscopic	doping Macroscopic	mixing

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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also be functionalized by conjugating a wide variety of chemical compounds to the amino 

acid side groups. Using this method, enhanced cell adhesion, direct protein assembly, as 

well as UV sensitization have been realized (41-44).  Moreover, thanks to the aqueous 

nature of the regenerated silk solution, much simpler methods such as mesoscopic doping 

and macroscopic mixing can be used to grant desired functionality to the silk material.  

 

 

Table 2: The feature characteristics of the nanofabrication using silk as the resist 
material. The minimum feature size, fabrication mode, achievable feature 
dimension and the fabrication induced silk structural transformation is 
summarized (45-58).  

The multi-level modification equips silk with a variety of additional excellent 

properties, and, to further expand the applications of silk, the manufacturing of silk-based 

architectures is necessary. Over the last few decades, manufacturing has undergone 

tremendous development, and numerous manufacturing techniques are emerging. The 

combination of manufacturing technology and biomaterials offers new opportunities in 

the engineering design space. In this context, biomanufacturing, a highly interdisciplinary 

field, seeks to create novel bioarchitectures as functional devices and interfaces, and 

Resolution Mode Dimension Structural 
transformation Ref.

EBL ~ 10 nm Serial 2D & 2.5D Yes [1-2]

IBL ~ 10 nm Serial 2D & 2.5D Yes [3]

SL ~ 40 nm Parallel 2D & 2.5D No [4-5]

Nanomprinting ~ 50 nm Parallel 2D & 2.5D Yes [6-7]

Self Assembly ~ 200 nm Parallel 3D No [8-9]

MPL ~ 350 nm Serial 3D Yes [10]

UVL ~ 1.5 µm Parallel 2D & 2.5D Yes [11-13]

Inkjet Printing ~ 10 µm Serial 2D & 2.5D No [14]

3D Printing ~ 50 µm Serial 3D No [15]

Engraving ~ 100 µm Parallel 3D No [16]
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attempts to integrate inorganic and organic components for new properties and functions, 

which have the potential for a wide variety of biological research topics and medical 

applications. Numerous research efforts have been invested in the biomanufacturing, 

inspired by the existing integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing and microelectromechanical 

system (MEMS) fabrication. Multi-scale manufacturing for silk based materials has been 

developed, including electron-beam lithography (EBL)(45, 46), ion-beam lithography 

(IBL), soft lithography (SL)(48, 59), nano-imprinting lithography (NIL)(49, 60-62), self-

assembly (51, 52), scanning probe lithography (SPL)(63), multi-photon lithography 

(MPL)(53, 64), direct pattern transfer (65), bio-inspired spinning (33, 66), covering from 

nanoscale to macroscale. The fabrication characteristics of the silk based 

biomanufacturing are summarized in Table 2.  
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Figure 4: The interplay between the structure, form, and material properties with the 
targeted application using the silk protein  

With the advancement of manufacturing technology, the silk material has gained 

considerable momentum as a material for applications beyond the structural components, 

such as optoelectronics, implantable photonics, drug delivery (Figure 4). The main reason 

beyond the reinvention of silks as a technical material for optoelectronics originates from 

its polymorphism, which is defined as the possibility to obtain stable conformation in 

several secondary and tertiary structures, ranging from random coils, to β-sheets and 

helices (e.g. 310 helices, α-helix and β-turn type II). Silk fibroin polymorphism 

facilitates the processing of silk fibroin with controlled crystallinity, which have different 

degrees of solubility in water. Modulation of water solubility enabled the processing of 
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the structural protein in multiple material formats using advanced fabrication techniques, 

ranging from electron-beam lithography to ink-jet printing. Water-based processing 

conditions has also allowed for the incorporation and stabilization of inorganic and 

organic molecules in silk fibroin materials, which have imparted unusual functions to silk 

materials as sensing, diagnostics and therapeutics platform. Thus, understanding the 

interplay between folding and assembly phenomena of silk is the key to develop new 

manufacturing techniques that can shape structural proteins in unprecedented, technical, 

materials formats not found in nature.  
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Chapter 2: Introduction to near-field optics 

THE CURRENTLY USED TOOLS FOR CHARACTERIZING SILK 

Understanding the structure-function relationship in silk materials requires a deep 

and wide investigation of protein domains as secondary and tertiary structures impart 

structural morphology and modulate material performance. At the molecular level, silk 

domains can be postulated by studying the protein IR spectrum.  

 

Table 3: The characteristic absorption band of protein based materials in the Amide I 
region. The strong absorption in the 1622 – 1637cm-1 is an indicator of the 
crystallinity of the material and therefore frequently used to characterize the 
conformation of silk. Other significant absorption bands such as α-helix and 
random coils are also useful in the identification of silk structural transition.  

Amide bonds in silk protein possess characteristic absorption bands in the infrared 

spectrum, namely the amide vibrations (or bands). Among the nine amide band, Amide I 

(mostly due to the C=O stretching) and Amide II (due to the in plane NH bending and 

CN stretching vibration) bands are the most significant vibrational modes and are widely 

Wavenumber range, cm-1 Assignment
1605 – 16165 (Tyr) side chains/aggregated 

strands

1616 – 1621 Aggregate beta-strand/beta-sheets 
(weak)

1622 – 1627 Beta-sheets (strong)

1628 – 1637 Beta-sheets (strong)

1638 – 1646 Random coils/extended chains

1647 – 1655 Random coils

1656 – 1662 Alpha-helices

1663 – 1670 turns

1671 – 1685 turns

1686 – 1696 turns

1697 – 1703 Beta-sheets (weak)
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used to investigate secondary and tertiary structures of proteins (67-70). Measurement of 

the IR spectrum can be carried out using FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy), 

which obtains the infrared absorption of a material using interferometric method. The 

most commonly referred characteristic IR absorption band of the protein based material is 

summarized in Table 3. FTIR is a well-established and reliable characterization tool to 

study formation of protein domains in a bulk material. 

THE SCANNING NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL MICROSCOPY  

Advancements in the silk nano-engineering pose significant challenges to the 

characterization of material properties at the nanoscale. The nano-engineering of the silk 

protein dictates that the minimum feature sizes created by the fabrication technologies are 

sub-micron scale. In addition, the inherent heterogeneity of the biomaterials require that 

the study of the material properties can distinguish the nanoscale variation of material 

structure with high resolution (e.g. silk materials performances are modulated by the 

amount of β-sheet domains in the material) (3, 71, 72). Thus, investigating protein 

conformation at the nanoscale is fundamental to understanding material behavior. 

Conventional methods such as FTIR, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) are either limited by their spatial resolution (i.e. FTIR) or 

chemical sensitivity (i.e. SEM and AFM).  
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Figure 5: The schematic of the scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM). (a) 
An IR laser is focused on a sharp, metallic AFM tip, which induces the 
scattering of the underlying sample within a distance of a few tens of 
nanometer. (b) the advantage of using the s-SNOM is that the lateral 
resolution is not constrained by the diffraction limit, and only dependent on 
the radius of the tip apex.  

In particular, the IR imaging/spectroscopic techniques that are used for material 

characterization usually involves the usage of IR light, which is a wave in nature. All 

propagating waves are subject to a focusing limit dictated by the Rayleigh Criterion: 

𝑑 =
𝜆

2𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 

The d means the closest distance between two points at which they are still discernable 

by the light of wavelength λ. The Rayleigh Criterion says that the smallest point a light 

wave can be focused into is roughly half of its wavelength. In the IR light case, the 

resolution is limited in the micron size. Even with conventional visible light microscopy, 

the best resolution is only ~200nm. The demand for a higher resolution than 200nm have 

spawned many inventions that overcome the diffraction limit. Some of the methods 

involve using particles with smaller effective wavelength. For example, the SEM uses a 

beam of electrons to shine on the sample surface, which is scattered/reflected back and 

then collected by the electron detector. Since the electron can be treated as a DeBroglie 

wave with an effective wavelength in the nanometer range (depends on the kinetic energy 
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of the electrons as well), the diffraction limit and therefore the resolution of the SEM can 

be achieved in the ~10nm range. Other methods take advantage of the usage of a sharp 

solid state probe that is not subject to the light diffraction. Methods developed based on 

this principle are Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 

(STM). The STM can even surpass atomic resolution and has successfully been used to 

visualize crystal structures of materials.  

In this context, IR scanning near-field optical microscopy (IR-SNOM) was 

successfully used to study the nanoscale details of silk conformation (Figure 5). The IR-

SNOM is derived from the usage of AFM and the coupling between light and a sharp tip. 

Currently, SNOM has been widely applied in the characterization of a variety of solid 

state and polymer samples, including grapheme plasmonics (73), phase transitions in 

correlated electron materials (74), mineral polymorphs (75) and secondary structure 

analysis of single-protein complexes (76-80). The earliest idea of the SNOM is from 

Synge, who proposed a method for high resolution optical imaging by using an opaque 

screen with a small aperture on it. The aperture is hold very close to the specimen to 

prevent the diffraction. This design is later implemented by Ash and Nicholls in 1972 

using microwave of ~3cm wavelength. Later on, the design was optimized to operate on a 

metal coated single mode optical fiber with a small opening at the end. The resolution of 

this type of SNOM is improved with smaller aperture size. However, the transmission 

efficiency also decreases significantly as the aperture size decreases. This limit this 

SNOM to practically operate at λ/10. 

An alternative method of SNOM that completely achieves higher resolution 

independent of the incident wavelength is proposed by Wessel in 1985. His work 

suggests to take advantage of the enhanced field in the vicinity of a small particle for 

illuminating the sample. This idea is implemented using a metallic AFM tip by 
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Zenhausern et al and Inouye and Kawata in 1994. The metallic AFM probe creates a 

“nano focus” of the incident light, which is an evanescent wave in nature, significantly 

improves the focus power to less than 10nm. The interaction between the tip and the 

specimen modifies the amplitude and/or phase of incident light, which is scattered by the 

probe and subsequently detected in the far-field. During this interaction, elastic scattering 

dominates the scattering channel where both the tip-sample interaction and the 

background scattering is both present. This actually presents as one of the big challenge 

of using the s-SNOM in practical settings.  

To suppress the background, a demodulation method is proposed, which is 

conveniently facilitated by the tapping mode of the AFM. During the tapping mode 

operation, the AFM tip oscillates in the z-direction with its resonance frequency Ω. As 

the probe scans across the sample surface, the average tip-sample distance is maintained 

to be constant through a feedback controller. This operation mode offers a natural way of 

modulating the near-field signal. This is because the near-field interaction between the tip 

and the sample is evanescent in nature, and changes drastically with the distance. 

Fortunately, the background scattering only changes slightly as the tip moves away from 

the sample. Therefore, the collected IR signal contains an almost constant background 

with a periodically varying scattering due to the near-field interaction. Consequently, 

demodulating the detected signal with a frequency of Ω, or integer multiples of Ω, can 

effectively separate the background noise from the real signal. As the demodulating order 

increases, the signal is more free from the background, but with less amplitude, which is 

subject to other types of noise. In practice, the signal is usually demodulated at the 2nd or 

3rd harmonics.  

The multi-modal data acquisition of IR-SNOM allows simultaneous measurement 

of structural morphology, mechanical property and conformation of the sample, 
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significantly enhancing the capability to understand the structure-property correlation. 

This is particularly exciting for biological material studies because of the heterogeneity of 

the materials. Nanoscale resolved characterization enables detailed study of nano-

domains of biological samples, whose property could be significantly different from the 

bulk material (81-83). When the IR laser is focused on the sharp, conductive AFM tip, 

the oscillating electrical field of the laser polarizes the tip, yielding an effective dipole 

moment of 𝑝 = 𝛼+,, 1 + 𝑟0 𝐸2, where 𝛼+,, is the effective polarizability of the tip that 

takes into account of the tip-sample interaction (in the near-field) (84). There are a few 

modeling methods to describe the tip by either regarding it as a dipole or simply a point 

charge. Both have been successfully demonstrated to predict the interaction between the 

sample and the tip. This interaction is confined within the radius of the tip apex, and 

therefore is not dependent on the wavelength of the incident laser (75, 85, 86). To use the 

measured IR data to construct a IR spectrum, a reference material that is spectrally 

featureless is usually required. The most commonly used materials are gold and silicon. 

By comparing the signal contrast between the sample of interest and the reference 

material, the spectrum can be mapped out.  

THE THERMAL BASED NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENT – AFM-IR  

In fact, two types of IR-SNOM based on conductive AFM tips are available for 

the study of silk protein. As mentioned above, the scattering type SNOM (referred to as 

s-SNOM) offers direct near-field imaging of protein nanostructures. IR beam scattered by 

the sharp and conductive AFM tip is collected by the IR detector and demodulated at the 

harmonics of the AFM tip. Through a pseudo-heterodyne detection scheme, infrared 

absorption of the sample can be obtained (81).  
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On the other hand, thermal expansion based SNOM (referred to as AFM-IR) can 

be used to acquire the absorption spectrum of the sample at the nanoscale (87). In this 

case, a pulsed laser is coupled to the AFM tip where the IR absorption of the sample 

causes the rapid expansion of the sample surface, which is sensed by the contact mode 

AFM. By sweeping through the wavelength of the IR source, the local absorption 

spectrum of the sample can be obtained (88, 89). Upon optical absorption, the molecules 

changes into an excited vibrational state. In a very short amount of time (usually pico-

seconds), the vibrational mode dissipates this energy to the vibrational and kinetic mode 

of the surrounding molecules. Because of the molecular vibrations, the effective 

molecular volume increases. On the macroscale, the sample thermally expands, and lead 

to a mechanical force acting on the AFM tip that is in direct touch with that area. In the 

first approximation, the thermal expansion is linearly proportional to the energy 

absorbed. Therefore, the degree of thermal expansion of the sample at different 

wavelength normalized by the incident power should correspond to the absorption of IR 

light. By sweeping through different wavelength in the laser source, the complete IR 

spectrum of the sample can be obtained. The early demonstration of the thermally excited 

IR detection can only be conducted on thick materials because of the limited expansion. 

However, with the usage of a metallic tip and a highly reflection substrate (such as gold), 

the signal can be greatly improved due to the enhancement at the AFM tip. Hence, the 

resolution of this technique is also in the nanoscale as the enhancement and the detection 

is only confined within the apex of the AFM tip. The expansion is further optimized by 

utilizing a pulse laser, where the peak power is significantly higher than the average 

power. In addition, by tuning the repetition frequency of the incident laser to be the same 

as the AFM tip oscillation resonance, the expansion is further enhanced.  
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The characteristic peaks of the IR spectrum can then be correlated to the 

secondary structures of proteins (90-92). Both tools are valuable to the study of the silk 

conformation and nanostructures, and have been used to investigate the electron 

irradiation regulated silk conformation transitions. For silk fibroin, the β-sheet structure 

corresponds to an IR absorption peak at ~1622cm-1 - 1637cm-1 whereas the amorphous 

state and the α-helix conformation correspond to an absorption peak at ~1656cm-1 - 

1662cm-1 (93). The results provide significant insight into the engineering of silk protein 

using electrons and thus proves the applicability of the SNOM technique on the studying 

of silk material. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

With the advanced manufacturing tools (e.g. EBL, IBL, and Photolithography) 

and the nanoscale characterization platform (e.g. s-SNOM, AFM-IR), the structural 

transition of the silk protein under the energetic particle bombardment can be well 

controlled and visualized. In this chapter, the study of the silk conformation cycle under 

the irradiation of electrons, ion, and photons are presented. The results provide significant 

insight into the mechanism of silk polymorphism and serve as an important guide 

towards the re-engineering of silk for bio-photonics, sensing, transient electronics, and 

biomimetics.  In addition, the interaction between the silk protein and other biological 

samples (such as enzyme, antibody, and virus and cells) is discussed, laying the 

foundation of using silk as the stabilizing agent for a variety of biological applications. 
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Chapter 3: The silk conformational transitions regulated by electrons 

INTRODUCTION OF EBL FABRICATION ON THE SILK PROTEIN 

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) is a mature technology of making submicron 

patterns on a substrate covered with a thin material called “resist”. Standard Electron 

Beam Lithography works by focusing a beam of electron on the resist material, locally 

causing the resist material to crosslink/decrosslink, and thus regulating its solubility in 

certain solvents (94). The resolution of EBL is related to the electron acceleration 

voltage, and 50nm is usually achievable in commercial EBL machines with 50 KeV. The 

resist material can be divided into two categories: positive and negative. Positive EBL 

resist starts as an insoluble material, and, upon exposure to electrons, becomes soluble. 

Therefore, during developing step, the area that was exposed by electrons will be washed 

away. The negative EBL resist is the opposite. The material starts out as soluble, but 

upon electron exposure, the material becomes insoluble. The area that is exposed will 

stay on the substrate in the subsequent development step. During these process, the 

standard resist experience crosslink/de-crosslink transition. Silk film can also be 

patterned with EBL technology, but the mechanism is slightly different. Instead of 

experiencing a chemical crosslinking/de-crosslinking process, the silk secondary 

structure changes from a random state to an ordered state (either α-helix or β-sheet), 

and the associated solubility in water determines the tone of silk as a resist (45, 95). For 

example, the amorphous state silk film is soluble in water. However, with the 

bombardment of the electrons, the protein molecules tend to assemble into a more stable 

β-sheet conformation,1 and become insoluble in water. Therefore, the amorphous state 
                                                
1 This section is based on the following article. The author of this dissertation is the co-first author on this 
paper. Qin, N., Zhang, S., Jiang, J., Corder, S. G., Qian, Z., Zhou, Z., . . . Li, X. (2016). Nanoscale probing 
of electron-regulated structural transitions in silk proteins by near-field IR imaging and nano-spectroscopy. 
Nature communications, 7, 13079. 
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silk film2 serves as the negative tone EBL resist. On the other hand, the crystalline silk 

film behaves in the opposite way, and can be used as a positive tone resist.  

 

Figure 6: The schematic of the silk film as both positive and negative tone electron 
beam lithography resist. The amorphous silk film is originally soluble in 
water, and upon the exposure of the electron beams, the exposed area 
becomes insoluble in water. Therefore, the pattern remains on the substrate 
after development, featuring a negative tone resist characteristic. On the 
other hand, the crystalline silk film (with a high content of β-sheet crystals) 
is insoluble in water. However, with the electron irradiation, the hydrogen 
bonds are broken and the protein become partially amorphous. Therefore, 
the exposed area will be washed away during the development step, 
featuring a positive tone behavior.  

THE NANOSCALE INVESTIGATION OF THE SILK TRANSITION USING SNOM 

The material behavior of silk as an EBL resist is highly correlated to the 

molecular arrangement and organization. Therefore, understanding the hierarchical 

formation of protein structures at their fundamental length scales will help to recognize 

essential nanoscopic protein structures and critical conditions for conformational 

transitions, which in turn provides insight into refined protein nanostructuring - the major 
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objective of this work. Characterization of the mechanisms and electron-induced 

structural modifications were carried out using infrared scanning near-field optical 

microscopy (SNOM).  SNOM has been previously applied in the identification of 

spectroscopic signatures in a variety of solid state and polymer samples, including direct 

imaging of Plasmon propagation on graphene, nanoscale-mapping of phase transitions in 

correlated electron materials, chemical identification of mineral polymorphs, and 

secondary structure analysis of single protein complexes.   

 

Figure 7: Electron-regulated nanoscale structural transitions in silk proteins.  (a) 
Illustration of the “polarity/tone switching” (i.e., positive tone to negative 
tone due to structural transitions) of crystalline silk in EBL.  (b) SEM 
images of nanopatterned crystalline silk as positive or negative resist on the 
same substrate (due to different structural transitions) depending on ebeam 
dosages.  (c) Schematic illustration of β-sheet-oriented structural 
transitions regulated by electron energies.  (d) Schematics of nanoscale IR 
spectroscopic imaging using s-SNOM.  (e) Topography of silk nano-
aggregates (β-sheet rich) on a silicon substrate.  (f) & (g) Near-field IR 
phase images at 1,631 cm-1 and 1,710 cm-1, respectively.  (h) Local infrared 
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absorption spectra (symbols) depicting the normalized near-field phase 
signal of crystalline silk by sweeping the output wavenumber of the QCL 
and using nano-spectroscopic imaging. (46) 

By studying the material behavior at the nanoscale, in this work, we found that 

either amorphous or crystalline silk (or intermediate conformational states) can be used in 

both positive and negative tones.  The applied electron dosage is the primary tuning 

parameter and plays a more important role than the crystallinity of the starting materials.  

For example, positive (low dosage) and negative (high dosage) EBL were simultaneously 

achieved on the same crystalline silk protein substrate as the starting material. The EBL 

exposed silk film then undergoes the same water development process (Figure 7A – 7B).  

The control of polymorphic transitions in silk proteins allows us to explore a complete 

structural transition (i.e., formation, deformation, reformation, decomposition, and 

carbonization) of β-sheet nanocrystals regulated by precise delivery of electron energies 

with nanoscale resolution (Figure 7C).   

In this work, SNOM has been utilized to characterize the silk nanostructures with 

resolution beyond the diffraction limits of conventional optics and register nanoscale 

spectroscopic signatures of silk in the IR frequencies.  Two SNOM systems have been 

used and the results have been analyzed in direct comparison: one for near-field imaging 

(i.e., scattering-type SNOM, referred to thereafter as s-SNOM) and another for nano-

spectroscopic studies (i.e., thermal-expansion-based SNOM, referred to as AFM-IR), 

respectively.  Based on an atomic force microscope (AFM), s-SNOM provides direct 

imaging and chemical contrast of silk proteins relative to a reference material (e.g. 

Silicon and Gold) with spatial resolution of ~ 10 nm, significantly enhancing the ability 

to probe local chemical compositions. In comparison, with AFM-IR nano-spectroscopy, 

the IR spectrum can be directly mapped. The IR absorption of the silk specimen causes a 

rapid local thermal expansion. By tuning the repetition rate of the incident laser, the 
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expanded surface excites resonant oscillation of the AFM cantilever. Since the amplitude 

the expansion is directly related to the amount of IR light absorbed, frequency-dependent 

IR absorption spectra can be obtained.  In our case, each absorption peak corresponds to 

a specific molecular resonance of the silk proteins (i.e. random coil and β-sheets), 

providing a unique chemical fingerprint at the nanoscale.  

In order to obtain high-resolution optical images and spectroscopic information to 

map out the nano-chemical and nano-mechanical properties of silk proteins at the 

molecular level, an s-SNOM (NeaSNOM, Neaspec GmbH, Germany) is coupled to a 

tunable IR quantum cascade laser (QCL, Daylight Solutions Inc., USA) covering a broad 

infrared spectra of the amide I and II bands over the range from 1,495 to 1,790 cm-1 

(Figure 7d).  The near-field phase spectrum resembles the molecular absorbance band, 

while the near-field amplitude spectrum acquires a dispersive line shape similar to a far-

field reflectivity spectrum.  Figure 7E shows a topographic image of regenerated silk 

protein aggregates with high β-sheet contents, with sizes ranging from ~ 10 nm - 350 

nm, spin-coated on a silicon substrate.  Figure 7F – 7G show near-field IR phase images 

taken at 1,631 and 1,710 cm-1, respectively.  All IR nanoimaging was performed at a 

spatial resolution of ~ 10 nm approaching the molecular limit of silk proteins, e.g., a B. 

mori silk fibroin (~ 7.8 nm) - as a model protein investigated in this work - consists of 

one light chain (~ 2.4 nm) and one heavy chain (~ 4.2 nm) linked by a disulfide bridge.  

At 1,631 cm-1, the phase image exhibits strong contrast between silk and silicon (silicon 

is used as the reference for IR imaging) owing to the amide I absorption corresponding to 

the secondary structure of β -sheets.  This phase contrast vanishes when the 

illumination is tuned to 1,710 cm-1 where silk proteins show little absorption. Local 

infrared absorption spectrum (symbols) depicting the normalized near-field phase signal 
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of crystalline silk (i.e., β-sheet rich) was acquired using IR nano-imaging by sweeping 

the probing wavenumber/wavelength during nano-spectroscopic imaging (Figure 7H).  

 

THE VISUALIZATION OF SILK CONFORMATION REGULATED BY THE ELECTRON 
IRRADIATION DOSAGE 

 

Figure 8: Direct visualization of electron-directed structural transitions of β-sheets 
using near-field IR nano-imaging.  (a) Illustration of a two-step EBL 
process for sample preparation.  First, an area of 3 μm × 3 μm (in the 
shape of a “UT” logo, line width: 200 nm) was patterned using EBL 
followed by a water development, which provided a clear contrast between 
silk and silicon and facilitated the following spectroscopic 
imaging/characterization.  Then, a second step of electron irradiation was 
used to induce localized structural transitions in silk (5 μm × 5 μm 
squares) by delivering ebeams at various dosages.  (b) AFM topographic 
images of silk nanopatterns fabricated using EBL at the dosages ranging 
from 0 to 8,000 μC/cm2.  (c) Infrared nano-imaging using s-SNOM: the 
phase contrast between silk and silicon (a flat spectral response in the mid-
IR) in each IR image correlates to the absorption of silk proteins (i.e., the 
surrounding area of “UT” logos) of various structures at that 
wavenumber/wavelength, and the comparison of contrast differences 
between the IR images (for instance, those in column 3 and column 4) 
implies the dominant protein structure within the amide I vibration bands 
(e.g., 1,631 cm-1 for β-sheets and 1,648 cm-1 for random coils). (46) 
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To explore the nanoscale conformational transition of silk proteins (with emphasis 

on the secondary structure of β-sheets), we prepared a set of silk fibroin samples on 

silicon substrates fabricated by EBL, which offers the high lithographic resolution at the 

nanoscale.  A set of thin silk films with a thickness of ~ 150 nm were spin-coated and 

crosslinked by methanol (i.e., the formation of β-sheets from random coils).  A 

reference substrate (e.g., silicon or gold) with a flat IR response is typically needed in s-

SNOM measurements.  A two-step EBL was applied 1) to create a silicon pattern of 

“UT” in the first step EBL; and 2) to expose a square area with “UT” carved out, 

irradiated with different dosages of electrons in the second step EBL. The variation of 

dosage causes a gradual electron-induced conformational transition (Figure 8A).  The 

“UT”-shaped silicon substrate served as an IR reference and facilitated both topographic 

characterization and more importantly IR nano-imaging.  Multiple samples were 

prepared to elucidate the fundamental structural variations of silk samples by systematic 

exposures of silk samples to different dosages of electron beam radiation.  Notable 

differences have been found in terms of the sharpness and thickness (Figure 8B) of as-

fabricated silk nanostructures that underwent the radiolysis and pyrolysis processes - 

dominant at low and high dosages - respectively.   

Figure 8C illustrates the IR nano-imaging of the formation (induced by chemical 

treatment using methanol (96)), deformation, reformation, decomposition, and 

carbonization (all induced by electron radiation) of β -sheet contents in silk 

nanostructures using s-SNOM.  The first column shows the topographic images.  Both 

sets of IR phase images - which were normalized to the silicon substrate - of silk 

nanostructures taken at 1,600 cm-1 (column 2) and 1,710 cm-1 (column 5) show weak 

contrast between silk and silicon, indicating an off-resonant response of the amide I 

bands.  At the dosage of 0 μC/cm2 (no electron irradiance), the phase image shows a 
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strong contrast at 1,631 cm-1 for β-sheets (column 3), which is much higher than the 

contrast in the image taken at 1,648 cm-1 for random coils (column 4, characteristic peak 

for amorphous silk), indicating a dominant β-sheet existence in crystalline silk.  The 

difference in the phase contrast between images taken at 1,631 cm-1 and 1,648 cm-1 

slightly decreases at the dosage of 130 μC/cm2, indicating the partial deformation of the 

β-sheets (which transformed to unordered amorphous silk) in crystalline silk.  When 

the dosage is increased to 500 μC/cm2, the image taken at 1,648 cm-1 shows a 

noticeably higher contrast than the one taken at 1,631 cm2, opposite to the case of 0 μ

C/cm2 dosage, suggesting a typical organization of the unordered amorphous protein 

from a more complete deformation of β-sheets. With increasing electron beam dosage 

to 1,500 μC/cm2 the phase images taken at 1,631 cm-1 show a marginally higher (but 

comparable) contrast to 1,648 cm-1, which is believed to be due to a partial reformation of 

β -sheets from unordered silk polypeptides (i.e., re-crystallizing).  Partial 

recrystallization has been observed in previously reported work using chemical (97) or 

thermal treatments (98, 99).   

At the dosage of 8,000 μC/cm2, no substantial contrast was found in the phase 

images at the four frequencies.  This is attributed to the decomposition of β-sheets 

along with a partial formation of carbonaceous pyroprotein after excessive electron 

irradiance treatment of β-sheet nanostructures, as indicated by the increased infrared 

reflectivity of a more developed carbon structure at higher dosages.  These results are 

similar to the previously reported macroscale carbonization of β-sheet-rich silk protein 

by heat (100, 101).  This finding offers a potential method for direct formation of 

nanopatterned carbon structures using polymer based materials (102) by controlling the 

protein thickness and electron beam dosage, although this is not the main focus of this 

report.  
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QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF THE SILK CONFORMATION TRANSITION UNDER THE 
ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT USING SNOM 

 

Figure 9: Quantitative evaluation of conformational transitions in silk proteins using 
near-field IR nano-spectroscopy.  (a) Schematics of IR nano-spectroscopy 
using AFM-IR: pulses of infrared radiation emitted by an IR QCL (output 
range: 1,460 cm-1 – 1,780 cm-1, swept by a step size: 1 cm-1 ) were used to 
illuminate the sample, causing a rapid thermal expansion of silk 
nanostructures due to local absorption enhancement at various stages picked 
by the AFM tip, corresponding to the absorption spectroscopic signatures.  
(b) & (c) The AFM-IR spectra on amorphous and crystalline silk thin films 
are consistent with the conventional bulk FTIR spectra.  (d) & (e) Spectra 
of a crystalline silk thin film with embedded amorphous silk nanopatterns of 
~ 30 nm fabricated using EBL, characterized by ATR-IR and AFM-IR, 
respectively.  AFM-IR offers a considerable advancement (~ 1000 × 
improvement spatially) in distinguishing nanoscale structural heterogeneity.  
(f) AFM-IR spectra of electron-induced structural transitions in silk 
proteins.  (g) Quantitation of the nanoIR spectra using deconvolution.  
The mass sum continuously decreases mainly due to bombarding effects and 
thermal degradation of proteins in high energy EBL. (46) 

To quantitatively confirm the conformational transition and acquire unambiguous 

structural identification of each stage, we performed an IR nano-spectroscopy study of 

the electron-induced structural transitions of silk proteins using AFM-IR with a spatial 
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resolution of ~ 20 nm (Anasys Instruments, USA).  Infrared pulses emitted by an IR 

QCL (Daylight Solutions Inc., USA; output range: 1,460 – 1,780 cm-1, swept by a step 

size of 1 cm-1) were used as the near-field source to illuminate the sample, causing a rapid 

thermal expansion of silk nanostructures corresponding to the absorption fingerprints 

(Figure 9A).  The AFM-IR spectra on amorphous and crystalline silk thin films are 

consistent with the conventional bulk FTIR spectra (Figure 9B – 9C).  However, AFM-

IR offers an important advancement (~ 1000 × improvement in the spatial resolution) as 

compared with previously reported work using conventional infrared techniques which 

average the structural information over relatively large areas (i.e., a few microns to a few 

dozen microns using FTIR-microscopy) on silk materials with high structural 

heterogeneity at the nanoscale (Figure 9D – 9E).  Crystalline silk shows a maximum 

absorption at ~ 1,625 cm-1 (β-sheets) with two shoulder peaks at ~ 1,645 cm-1 (random 

coils) and ~ 1,660 cm-1 (α-helices), in good agreement with the frequency ranges 

corresponding to vibrational bands in β-sheet-rich B. mori silk within the amide I 

region of the spectrum (93).  Note that the resonance peak may differ within 10 cm-1 in 

s-SNOM and AFM-IR, as has been previously observed in s-SNOM spectra when 

compared to far-field IR and thermal-expansion-based AFM-IR spectroscopies as a result 

of tip-sample coupling (80) and the spectral phase approximation (82).   

As shown in Figure 9F, the characteristic peak intensity of the β-sheet formation 

at ~ 1,625 cm-1 decreased as the dosage increases from 0 to 500 μC/cm2, indicating the 

continuing deformation of the β-sheet content and a slight increase of α-helix regions. 

After increasing the dosage to 1,500 μC/cm2, a resurgence of the absorption intensity 

correlated to the β-sheet formation at ~ 1,625 cm-1 was present, which was noticeably 

lower than the original peak in crystalline silk, indicating partial reformation of β-

sheets.  The AFM-IR spectra of silk nanostructures under excessive electron dosage 
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reveal that the characteristic peaks for β -sheet crystal structure were gradually 

weakened and broadened as the dosage increased from 1,500 to 6,000 μC/cm2 and 

disappeared following an electron irradiance at 8,000 μC/cm2, indicating that the β-

sheet crystals were progressively decomposed and carbonized at high dosages.  The 

changes in the characteristic peaks of the silk proteins indicates a more significant 

decrease in the fraction of amorphous regions relative to the β-sheet regions.  A 

detailed deconvolution of the amide I band was conducted and the secondary structure 

content of each stage was quantified (Figure 9G).  Additionally, we observed a 

noticeable difference in the structural integrity of silk proteins after electron irradiation.  

The crystalline and decomposed (partially carbonized) silks show considerably better 

pattern fidelity (namely higher sharpness, column one in Figure 9C), which we 

hypothesize to be partially due to their highly ordered structures and applicable stray 

exposure (i.e., proximity effect) caused by the backscattered electrons through the 

exposed silicon substrate.  
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THE COMPARISON OF THE ELECTRON-SILK INTERACTION BETWEEN THE AMORPHOUS 
AND CRYSTALLINE FILMS 

 

Figure 10: Comparison of electron-structure interactions in amorphous and crystalline 
silk proteins.  (a) – (l) Three sets of silk nanostructures have been made in 
positive (row 1, nanosculpturing) and negative (row 2 and row 3, 
nanosintering) tones using EBL at various dosages.  The lineouts (column 
4) correspond to the dashed lines in AFM topographic images (column 3).  
A pre-exposure was applied to deform/de-crosslink β-sheets (to random 
coils) in crystalline silk (row 3), which can be further re-crosslinked to form 
negative nanostructures, similar to those generated by the process starting 
with the amorphous silk (row 2) (46). 

The ability to structurally characterize the material allows us to conduct a 

comprehensive evaluation of silk proteins for 3D nanostructuring.  We found that there 

is a significant difference in the kinetics of protein-electron interactions between 

amorphous silk (random coil dominated) and crystalline silk (β-sheet dominated) 

(Figure 10).  In this report, we demonstrate making of 3D silk nanostructures by in situ 

altering conformational structures of proteins using EBL with two different but 

complementary methods, namely electron-nanosculpturing (a subtractive manufacturing 

process, Figure 10A – 10D) and electron-nanosintering (an additive manufacturing 
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process, Figure 10E – 10H).  Note that crystalline silk can be also used in electron-

nanosintering but an initial EBL exposure for β-sheet deformation is needed (Figure 10I 

– 10L). 

As revealed by near-field IR imaging and nano-spectroscopy, the interaction 

between the electron beam and the silk structure critically depends on the structural 

conformation on the protein matrix and as-applied electron dosage.  For crystalline silk 

exposed to the electron beam, scission of the crosslinked β-sheets tends to occur from 

top to bottom, resulting in the removal of materials after a water-based development, 

which is referred to as electron-nanosculpturing.  In contrast, for the amorphous silk 

exposed to the electron beam, crosslinking of unordered random coils (either intrinsic or 

deformed from crystalline proteins upon electron irradiations) proceeds from bottom to 

top, which is referred to as electron-nanosintering.  The ability to understand basic 

mechanisms of electron-induced structural transformations allows us to produce 

sophisticated nanotopographies and nanostructures, opening up numerous opportunities 

including biomimetic nanosurfaces and tissue engineering applications.   
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THE 3D STRUCTURES CREATED BY NANO-SINTERING AND NANO-SCULPTURING 

 

Figure 11: 2d and 3d nanostructuring of silk proteins. (a) 3d electron-nanosculpturing: 
3d nanotopographies on crystalline silk can be created using a 16-bit 
grayscale positive EBL (left: design image; right: SEM image).  One 
grayscale exposure was applied, followed by a water-only development to 
remove the exposed area. (b) 2d electron-nanosintering: 2d 
nanotopographies on amorpous silk proteins can be created using a binary 
negative EBL (left: design image; right: SEM image).  One exposure was 
applied to crosslink the exposed area.  Unexposed area is removed after 
water development.  (c) 3d electron-nanosintering: 3d nanostructures on 
crystalline silk can be created using a layer-by-layer (LbL) multi-EBL.  
(Inset: left) Multiple exposures are applied in sequence to define each layer.  
(Inset: right) Schematic and SEM images of as-designed 3d silk 
nanostructures using LbL nanosintering process.  The 1st exposure is to de-
crosslink the crystalline silk proteins, resulting in amorphous proteins to be 
sintered/re-crosslinked by the following LbL EBL steps.  For amorphous 
silk, this step (the 1st exposure) is unnecessary (46). 

Several examples were fabricated as the first proof-of-principle demonstrations 

(Figure 11).  While the results express some resemblance to those by multi-photon 

polymerization (MPP) technique, our methods differ in two important aspects.  Firstly, 

our fabrication is not limited by the optical diffraction (~ 100 nm in advanced MPPs, 

estimated by Abbe's equation) but by the electron diffraction (< 10 nm in standard EBLs, 

estimated by the de Broglie equation), offering significant improvements in achievable 
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structuring resolutions.  Secondly, photo initiators were required to enhance MPP in silk 

fibroin proteins while our techniques deal with pure regenerated silk in an all-water-based 

process, better preserving the biocompatibility of the material.  Low throughput has 

been the fundamental limit of EBL despites of its unparalleled lithographic resolution. 

For example, it took ~ 5 minutes and 10 minutes to fabricate the grayscale Einstein image 

(~ 35um x 35um) and the LbL multilayer structure (~ 16um x 16um) shown in Figure 11, 

respectively. Nevertheless, nanoprobing of electron-beam induced protein structural 

transitions using near-field spectroscopic imaging techniques reported in this work can be 

readily extended to study conformational dynamics of a variety of proteins (e.g., keratins, 

collagens and spider silk proteins) using other conventional nanofabrication 

systems/sources (e.g., ion beams and photons). 

This comprehensive investigation of the electron-beam induced conformal 

modification of silk at the nanoscale using infrared near-field optics allows the 

characterization and understanding the interaction between the silk protein and electron 

irradiations.  A deep understanding of the structure-property relation in protein-based 

biomaterials unveils an exciting route for high-level protein-based 3D nanofabrication 

and engineering, opening up possibilities for a new set of biomaterials with performance 

and function unattainable with other materials. This work has been published in the 

Nature Communications.  
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Chapter 4: The silk conformational transitions regulated by ions 

INTRODUCTION ON SILK BASED IBL MANUFACTURING 

Besides EBL, another commonly used technique in the semiconductor 

manufacturing – ion beam lithography (IBL) is evaluated on its compatibility with silk 

based platform. Numerous research efforts have been invested in the precise placement of 

biological components and the controlled construction of functional bionanostructures, 

which opens up significant opportunities in applications from biointerfaces (103), 

biosensing (104), tissue engineering (105), to regenerative medicine (106). The difficulty 

is mainly exerted by the fundamental challenge of harmonizing the existing integrated 

circuits (IC)-oriented nanofabrication technologies with biological systems which 

requires alleviating the inherent mismatch between biological (soft-wet) and non-

biological (hard-dry) components. However, since most biological molecules are fragile 

and only functional in aqueous environments, there are severe constraints on the 

integration of biomolecules into conventional fabrication technologies which are usually 

optimized for inorganic compounds. Meanwhile, biomedical applications dictate precise 

reconstructions of the complex biological microenvironment with demanding 

requirement of the 3D geometries and nanometer sized features. Innovations in both 

materials and manufacturing techniques have yet to be explored. 

Here, we report precise 2D and 3D nanostructuring on genetically engineered 

spider silk using IBL to create well-defined nanostructures for: 1) enhanced fluorescence 

enabled by dye-embedded plasmonic protein nanostructures and 2) controlled cell 

seeding and inhibition guided by patterned protein substrates as proof-of-concept 

applications. The reduced scattering of ion beams in the resist material enables better 

pattern precision compared with that of EBL and the added control over protein 
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sequences and molecular weights of genetically engineered spider silk provides 

unprecedented lithographic resolution, sharpness and biological functions compared to 

the natural proteins. Moreover, we report a creative strategy of building arbitrary 

grayscale (2.5D) and 3D bionanoarchitectures (using IEBL) containing well-defined 

protein units serving as the building blocks with both shape and function on demand – 

termed “Protein Bricks”. The fine control of nanostructuring – namely, protein brick 

manufacturing and assembly – is obtained by accurately directing ion and electron beam 

irradiations onto the protein matrix to vary its solubility in water. Structures with high 

aspect ratio can be easily created while no hazardous chemicals (e.g., photoinitiators, 

organic solvents) are used or generated. The assembly is realized by IEBL in a 

programmable sequence with precise alignment. This approach provides a facile method 

for patterning and immobilizing biomolecules within nanoscopic, hierarchical protein 

structures that could serve as the building blocks for functional nanocomponents and 

nanodevices. 
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NANOSTRUCTURING OF GENETICALLY ENGINEERED SPIDER SILK USING IBL 

 

Figure 12: The functionalized 2D and grayscale structures fabricated with IBL using 
genetically engineered spider silk. (A) The schematic process of 
bionanomanufacturing using IBL and genetically engineered spider silk 
proteins. The spider silk can be functionalized via simple mixing and spin 
coated into thin films. The IBL writing can define two complementary types 
of nanostructures simultaneously, namely, nano-sculpturing (subtractive by 
etching), nano-sintering (additive by crosslinking). The SEM images of the 
nanoholes and nanopillars are shown below the schematics. (B) Dot and line 
arrays fabricated using IBL on 30 nm thick spider silk film with a minimum 
feature size of 13.2 nm and 13.7 nm respectively. (C) The AFM images 
(left) of nano patterns (before and after development in water) fabricated by 
nano-sculpturing and nano-sintering under different ion beam dosages 
ranging from 10 to 1500 μC/cm2 and the topological profiles 
corresponding to the dotted line on the top. (D, E) The SEM images of 2D 
(D) and grayscale (E) patterns fabricated by IBL with the cross-section 
profiles on the bottom. The scale bar is 1μm. 

In this work, a new bionanomanufacturing paradigm is proposed for defining both 

2D and 3D protein nanostructures with both geometries and functions on demand. The 

proposed process is schematically shown in Figure 12A. Synthetic spider silk protein is 

designed and expressed in Escherichia coli through genetic engineering (Please see 

Method Section). The purified recombinant silk solution can be functionalized with a 
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variety of chemical and biological dopants such as fluorescent dyes, enzymes, and 

antibodies through a simple mixing process. The pure/functionalized spider silk solution 

is then spin coated into thin films with thickness ranging from dozens of nanometers to 

several micrometers by adjusting the solution concentration and spinning speed. To 

define the nanoscale structures on the spider silk film, an IBL writing tool (strata FIB 

201, FEI Co., USA) is used for nanometer-precision patterning. Dot and line arrays 

fabricated using IBL on 30 nm thick spider silk film with minimum feature sizes of 13.2 

nm and 13.7 nm respectively are successfully demonstrated (Figure 12B), approaching 

the molecular limits of the as-used recombinant spider silk protein of ~10 nm. The ion 

irradiation has two effects on the spider silk. First, high energy ions can etch off the 

spider silk, similar to what has been commonly observed in other materials (107). 

Meanwhile, the ions that penetrate into the film can induce structural transitions 

(crosslinking) in the spider silk from an amorphous state (soluble in water) to a more 

ordered β-sheet state (insoluble in water). The etching effect requires more energy than 

that for crosslinking and happens only at the surface of the film; while the crosslinked 

structures can form underneath the areas that are etched off by ions. Therefore, two 

complementary types of structures can be fabricated by a single step of IBL writing as 

shown in Figure 12C. The ion irradiation can etch the film according to the pre-designed 

nanoscale patterns in a subtractive fashion (referred to as nano-sculpturing in this work) 

with increasing depth as the irradiation dosage increases from 10 μC/cm2 to 1500 μ

C/cm2. Simultaneously, the complementary nanoscale patterns are formed underneath the 

etched patterns and built additively with increasing height caused by more ion irradiation 

(referred to as nano-sintering in this work). As a result of the way that the nano-sintered 

patterns are formed, the structure can only survive the water development step and be left 

on the substrate when the ion irradiation dosage is above a threshold value (related to the 
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thickness of the film). This is experimentally confirmed as shown in Figure 12C where 

the top row of a nano-sintered pattern (with low irradiation dosage) is blank. As the ion 

irradiation dosage increases, the nano-sintered patterns will be formed further down and 

closer to the bottom, at which point the patterns remain after water development, but 

move away from the designed location due to the lack of strong anchorage on the 

substrate. When the irradiation dosage is sufficiently high, the patterns stay on the 

substrate as expected. 

To further exploit the characteristics of this fabrication paradigm, a 2D “SIMIT” 

logo and a grayscale (in terms of the height of the structure, or 2.5D) concentric ring 

nanostructure are fabricated by nano-sculpturing and nano-sintering respectively as 

presented in Figure 12D & 12E. As a more explicit manifestation of the quality and the 

grayscale nature of the nanostructures, the topological profile of both structures are 

shown below the SEM image. The as-fabricated structures display a relatively smooth 

surface and vertical side walls. In addition, the minimum dosage to fabricate patterns on a 

215 nm thick spider silk film at 30 keV is found to be 100 μC/cm2 — approximately 

1/20 of the dosage needed to fabricate comparable structures with EBL (25 keV), thus 

allowing high yield manufacturing.  
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NANOSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF SPIDER SILK UNDER ION BEAM IRRADIATION USING SNOM 

 

Figure 13: The nanoscale analysis of conformational transition of spider silk proteins 
under increasing ion irradiation dosages. (A) The etching depth (black 
squares) and pattern height (red dots) of nano protein structures with 
changing ion beam dosages show three distinct stages, indicating 
conformational and property changes at the three stages. (B) The postulated 
mechanism of conformational transitions of the three different stages. For 
Stage Ⅰ, the low ion beam dosage can crosslink the amorphous spider silk to 
crystalline state, but the formed structure cannot reach the bottom of the film 
and firmly anchor the substrate. Therefore, the patterns can shift, rotate, and 
deviate from the original patterning position after water developing. For 
Stage Ⅱ, the ions can reach the bottom of the spider silk film, etch the 
crosslinked patterns, and break crosslinked structures to small peptide on the 
top surfaces of the fabricated patterns. For Stage Ⅲ, when the dosage is 
large enough, the structure can be totally carbonized. (C) Schematics of 
nanoscale IR spectroscopic spectrum using AFM-IR. The thermal expansion 
due to absorption of IR light is used to map absorption spectrum of the 
spider silk. (D) The IR near filed spectra of patterns before and after 
development upon different ion beam irradiation of 90, 180, and 360 μ
C/cm2. The characteristic peaks are 1631 cm-1 (β-sheet, green dash), 1650 
cm-1 (random-coil, blue dash), and 1662 cm-1 (α-helix, red dash), 
respectively. The curves show that with low ion beam dosage, the 
amorphous spider silk is crosslinked into more ordered state (α-helix and 
β-sheet). As the dosage increases, the crosslinked spider silk is broken 
down into short peptides marked by the decrease in the characteristic 
absorption of β-sheet structure. Higher dosages of ion beam irradiation 
will carbonize the protein.  
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To explore the nanoscale conformational transitions of spider silk proteins, we 

prepare a set of spider silk samples on silicon substrates using IBL, which offers 

nanoscale lithographic resolution. By exposing the spider silk film with dosages ranging 

from 10~840 μC/cm2, three significantly different stages with different etching rate 

were observed before and after development (Figure 13A). With increasing dosages, the 

slope (plotted as etching depth against ion irradiation dosage, which is correlated with 

either the etching speed in the nano-sculpturing or the structure formation speed in the 

nano-sintering) of the three stages changes, indicating that the component as well as the 

properties of the material are changing. The pattern depth of the undeveloped film shows 

the ion etching effect, whose speed is inversely proportional to the density of the 

material. Therefore, as the ion irradiation dosage increases, the density of the exposed 

spider silk also increases at three different stages, indicating the existence of 

conformational transitions. On the other hand, the height of patterns after development 

(red curve) also shows three stages as the ion irradiation dosage increases. For Stage I, 

the height of the patterned structures increases with ion dosage as the structure starts to 

form. However, Stage Ⅱ and Ⅲ show the opposite behavior, where higher dosages result 

in lower structure height, which can be associated with the etching effect from higher ion 

irradiation dosage. The interaction between ions and spider silk with different film 

thickness was also investigated. 

We postulate the molecular structures of the patterned spider silk as well as the 

etching/crystallization mechanism occurring in three different phases. Figure 13B is the 

schematic of the proposed spider silk fibroin conformational transitions induced by IBL 

with different ion irradiation dosages. The low dosages (Stage Ⅰ) can crosslink the 

random coil to α-helix and β-sheet, making it water-insoluble. The subsequent ‘water 

development’ results in dissolution of the amorphous silk, leaving the exposed area on 
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the substrate, which forms nanoscale pillars. However, the beam dosage is not large 

enough to crosslink the patterns to the bottom, and thus, after water developing, the 

patterns can shift, rotate, and deviate from the original processing position. For a medium 

ion beam dosage (Stage Ⅱ), with an increase of ion beam dosage, the etching depth 

increases as well, allowing the designed patterns to reach the bottom of the spider silk 

film. The crystalline silk can be partially decrosslinked further to short polypeptides or 

even etched off with extra ion beam exposure. The spider silk protein can be burned 

(carbonized) at higher ion beam dosage (Stage Ⅲ) and completely loses its structure, 

resembling previously reported work (100).  

The mechanism of the structural transitions of spider silk proteins upon ion beam 

irradiation is studied by a comprehensive investigation of the ion beam-induced 

modification of silk at the nanoscale using non-destructive AFM-IR optical microscope 

(Anasys Instruments, USA). The simplified schematics of nanoscale IR spectroscopy 

using AFM-IR are shown in Figure 13C. Localized thermal expansion due to the 

absorption of IR light is detected by a contact mode AFM tip, and the spectrum of the 

materials can be mapped by sweeping the wavelengths of the incident IR laser (Daylight 

Solutions, USA). The behavior of spider silk protein is verified by analyzing the 

transition between amorphous and ion-beam-modified spider silk fibroin with an ion 

beam dosage of 90 μC/cm2, 180 μC/cm2, or 300 μC/cm2, corresponding to the three 

stages, respectively (shown in Figure 13D). The spectrum of amorphous spider silk (red 

line) shows an absorption peak centered at 1650 cm-1, representing the typical random 

coil structures in the amorphous protein. The spectrum of spider silk exposed to IBL of 

90 μC/cm2 (Stage Ⅰ, green line) shows two peaks at 1662 cm-1 and 1631 cm-1, typical of 

the α -helix and β -sheet conformation of the spider silk protein, respectively. 

Compared to amorphous spider silk, the proportion of random-coil is decreased, and the 
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α-helix and β-sheet content is increased, indicating the random-coil component can be 

crosslinked to crystalline structures through the irradiation of ion beam. For 180 μ

C/cm2 (Stage Ⅱ, purple line), the proportion of random coil increases again, which means 

the crystalline structures can be de-crosslinked with extra ions interaction. For 360 μ

C/cm2 (Stage Ⅲ, blue line), the characteristic peaks of the proteins gradually vanish, 

indicating that most of the protein structures are carbonized with large dosage. 

Meanwhile, we collected near field images at 1631 cm-1 (the typical β-sheet absorption 

peak) for the three stages.  
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FABRICATION CHARACTERISTICS OF IBL ON SPIDER SILK 

 

Figure 14: The comparisons between different materials (silk fibroin processed under 
different conditions and genetically engineered spider silk) as IBL resist in 
terms of ion scattering, structure aspect ratio, fabrication sensitivity and 
fabrication contrast. (A) The ion distribution in different materials (PMMA, 
silk, and spider silk). The top row shows the simulated trajectories of ions in 
different materials. The dashed line represents the penetration depth of ions. 
And the bottom row is the calculated depth and alignment of ion 
propagation in different materials. The alignment is defined as 
depth/straggle. (B) The comparison between different materials in terms of 
maximum structure aspect ratio. (C) The SEM images of different fibroin 
fabricated using IBL with change of dosage to compare the fabrication 
sensitivity and contrast. The patterns on the top row are drifted because the 
ion irradiation dosages are not high enough to crosslink the fibroin protein at 
the bottom. Therefore, those patterns are not anchored well on the substrate. 

Compared with electrons, ions are much heavier, and can maintain better 

propagating direction due to the smaller scattering rate inside the materials. Therefore, in 
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order to understand the fabrication characteristics of IBL using genetically engineered 

spider silk, the ion scattering in three materials – namely polymethyl methacrylate 

(PMMA), silk fibroin, and genetically engineered spider silk - were simulated by The 

Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM, SRIM Co. USA) software (Figure 14A). 

Trajectories of the Ga+ ions in the three materials are obtained by setting the density and 

the molecular formula of the materials, and the statistics of penetration depth as well as 

alignment (defined as depth/straggle) are then calculated from the simulation. The 

simulation and the statistics show that the genetically engineered spider silk (with a 

penetration depth of 70.5 nm and alignment of 6.53 nm/nm) has a longer penetration 

depth and better alignment than both the silk fibroin (with a penetration depth of 61.7 nm 

and alignment of 5.66 nm/nm) and the PMMA (with a penetration depth of 47.2 nm and 

alignment of 4.82 nm/nm). This can be attributed to the fact that genetically engineered 

spider silk protein has a smaller and more uniform molecular weight and density than 

PMMA and silk fibroin protein. 

Another important benchmark in evaluating the nanofabrication technique is the 

maximum aspect ratio of the fabricated nanostructures - one of the factors that limit the 

complexity of the nanostructures. Benefitted from the high alignment, the structures 

fabricated using IBL generally have high aspect ratio. Therefore, we study the aspect 

ratios of the fabricated nanostructures using silk fibroin protein extracted for 30 min (30 

ME silk) and 120 min (120 ME silk), silk fibroin extracted under 121℃ temperature and 

1.2 kPa pressure (HTP silk), and Major Ampullate Spideroins 1 (MaSp1) as shown in 

Figure 14B. The 30 ME silk fibroin displays an aspect ratio of 1.71, which is better than 

the 120 ME (1.43) and HTP (1.39) silk. This is due to the fact the 30 ME silk has the 

longest average protein chain length and therefore better mechanical properties to sustain 

structures with high aspect ratio. On the other hand, the MaSp1 spider silk exhibits 
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structures with a superior aspect ratio (2.11) to the 30 ME silk, indicating even better 

mechanical strength.   

In addition, a series of nanostructures with increasing dosages from 30 μC/cm2 

to 1500 μC/cm2 are fabricated according to the nano-sintering process using the same 

set of materials (i.e. 30 ME silk, 120 ME silk, HTP silk, and MaSp1 spider silk) to 

evaluate their IBL sensitivity and sharpness (Figure 14C). The smallest dosage at which 

the fabricated structure can stay on the substrate is correlated with the sensitivity of the 

material while pattern sharpness indicates the contrast. The patterns fabricated using 

spider silk show the best completeness, which suggests that the structures can reach the 

bottom of the substrate with smaller ion irradiation dosages compared with the silk 

fibroin based material and thus have higher IBL sensitivity. These properties can be 

mainly attributed to the lower density and shorter chain length of the spider silk since the 

ions can penetrate and crosslink the film easier. In addition, because of the well-defined 

and uniformly distributed molecular weight, the spider silk exhibits the best pattern 

sharpness as shown in Figure 14C.  
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FUNCTIONALIZED SPIDER SILK FOR OPTICAL AND BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

 

Figure 15: The application of genetically engineered spider silk fabricated by IBL with 
different dopants. (A) Assessment of enzyme activity of HRP doped spider 
silk after nanopatterning for both nano-sintered (the top row) and nano-
sculptured (the bottom row) structures. The HRP doped spider silk is spin-
coated on silica for IBL nanofabrication. The left part (SAM) is the spider 
silk patterned on silica, and the right part (CTR) is the control case of bare 
silica substrate. By adding tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) solution on both 
sides, a chromogenic reaction is observed on the left, indicating preservation 
of bio-activity of the enzyme in spider silk matrix even after ion irradiation. 
(B) The fluorescent molecules (e.g., RB) doped spider silk protein is 
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fabricated using IBL into optical grating structure. The deposited layer of 
Ag onto the optical grating can enhance the fluorescence significantly due to 
surface plasmon effects. The fluorescent spectra and microscope images of 
plane surface and nano structures with different periods are shown on the 
right. (C) The schematic of collagen/TMZ doped spider silk fabricated by 
IBL. The protein structure can guide the proliferation of neural cells as well 
as inhibit the growth of cancer cells. The cells imaging and statistics are 
presented on the right to show the quantitative data. 

One of the main advantages of using spider silk is its ease of functionalization 

through simple mixing with organic and inorganic dopants in the water-based solution, 

bringing function to programmable nanoscale forms. In addition to being used as the 

hosting matrix, the spider silk can preserve the activities of the dopants such as enzymes 

and antibodies. As a proof-of-principle demonstration of the genetically engineered 

spider silk doped with biologically functional molecules, horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) 

is mixed into the spider silk matrix (Figure 15A). The doped spider silk is then spin 

coated on silica substrates for better color observation. Two sets of samples are prepared 

where half of each substrate is washed to remove the spider silk for use as control groups 

(marked “ctr”). The areas with spider silk left (marked “sam”) are then patterned with a 

simple square matrix using nano-sintering and nano-sculpturing techniques respectively. 

With the addition of 3,3’,5,5’-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) droplets, a color change can 

be observed if the TMB reacts with active HRP. The HRP doped spider silk samples can 

well maintain the activity of the dopant even after Ga+ ion irradiation (Figure 15A). 

The doped spider silk can also be fabricated into structures that achieve shape-

enabled functions. As a demonstration of this concept, the genetically engineered spider 

silk is doped with fluorescent dye that emits light at a center wavelength of 580 nm 

(Figure 15B). The doped spider silk is then fabricated into optical gratings. With an 

additional thin layer of silver (Ag) deposited on top, the fluorescent light can be enhanced 

due to surface plasmon effects. Spectra of samples prepared with different grating periods 
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ranging from 500 nm to 650 nm are collected using a microphotoluminescence (μ-PL) 

spectroscopy (Carl Zeiss A1, Germany) with an excitation wavelength of λ = 532 nm. 

As shown in Fig. 4B, the fluorescent intensity can be clearly enhanced (~9 fold) with the 

grating structure, where the best enhancement is achieved with a grating periodicity of 

580 nm, matching the emission spectrum of the fluorescent dye. This proves the 

applicability of the structure assisted functional spider silk as a platform for enhancing 

the functions of its dopants.   

Furthermore, the biocompatibility of the spider silk enables cellular level 

functions such as guided cell seeding and inhibition by doping with bio-active materials. 

Two examples are demonstrated in Fig. 14C. A mesh structure is fabricated using the 

nano-sintering protocol on a spider silk film mixed with collagen, which promotes cell 

adhesion, and neuronal cells/glioma cells are then cultured on the substrate by following 

the protocol described in the Material and Method section. As illustrated in Figure 15C, 

the neuronal cells grow closely according to the fabricated patterns. The cells that 

proliferate along the patterned area are counted against the pattern-void area respectively 

(with a ratio of 169:16), quantitatively justifying that the fabrication paradigm can be 

used for devices that achieve cellular level functions. Alternatively, a similar mesh 

structure is patterned using spider silk doped with Temozolomide (TMZ), which is an 

alkylating agent used as a treatment of brain cancers. The activity of the TMZ in the 

fabricated mesh structures is verified by culturing cancer cells on the substrate. The 

fluorescence image in Figure 15 C shows that few cancer cells can live on the pattern 

area, and therefore proves the inhibition function of the TMZ doped in the spider silk 

matrix. A ratio of 7:201 is also obtained by counting the cancer cells on and away from 

the patterned area to quantitatively show the effectiveness of the doped TMZ.   
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To take advantage of the fabrication and doping flexibility, we report on a 

strategy of constructing protein-based nanoarchitectures with both shape and function on 

demand using genetically engineered spider silk as the building material as well as the 

hosting matrix for labile biological molecules. Furthermore, a deep understanding of the 

effects of electron and ion irradiation in protein-based biomaterials unveils an exciting 

route for high-level protein-based 3D nanofabrication and engineering, opening up 

possibilities for a new set of biomaterials with performance and function unattainable 

with other materials. In this work, we used IEBL to manufacture a variety of complex 3D 

functional nanostructures which are difficult to make otherwise. 

3D NANO-ARCHITECTURES USING PROTEIN LEGO AS THE BUILDING BLOCK 
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Figure 16: The 3D nanofabrication results of nanoscale Protein LEGO using IEBL. (A) 
The sketches of designed and (B) the SEM images of fabricated nano 
Protein LEGO blocks with increasing geometry complexity. The scale bar is 
500 nm.  (C) The fabrication strategy of fabricating 3D nanostructures 
(e.g., nano desks and nano webs) with IEBL. (D) The SEM images of 3D 
nano Protein LEGO (nano desk). (E) The fluorescent and SEM images of 
3D nano functional Protein LEGO (nano net) via IEBL on fluorescein 
sodium (green) doped and RB (red) doped spider silk. For the RB doped 
spider web, two of the anchoring point was intentionally neglected such that 
the unsupported part can fold during the water development, showing the 
3D nature of the fabricated structure. 

Borrowing the concept from one of the most popular toys – “LEGO” (where large 

architectures can be constructed using basic blocks with different geometries), we 

designed a set of basic LEGO blocks with increasing geometric complexity, which can be 

assembled to make composite shapes. Simple geometries (first row), planar combinations 

of simple geometries (second row), geometries with both nano-sintered and nano-

sculptured structures (third row), and geometries with two nano-sintering and nano-

sculpturing levels are sketched (Figure 16A) and fabricated (Figure 16B) by IEBL. 

Figure 16C is the schematic of a two-step lithography process used to precisely fabricate 

a miniaturized spider silk nano-desk consisting of nanoscale Protein LEGO blocks. A 

layer of amorphous spider silk (containing mostly random coils structures) film with a 

thickness of 1.1 μm is spin-coated on silicon substrate, followed by an EBL writing step 

that constructs a series of nano pillars (diameter: 300 nm) from the bottom to the top of 

the film, providing stable support for subsequent processing. Next, a second step of IBL 

was used to induce localized structural transitions in only the top part of the spider silk 

film by precisely controlling ion irradiation dosage. At last, water development was 

performed to reveal the 3D nanostructures. The structural complexity achieved by the 

Protein LEGO is essential in applications such as microenvironment reconstruction, cell 

sorting, and biomimetic devices. The proposed Protein LEGO method compares 
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favorably to DNA origami and multi-photon lithography, which are the two major 

techniques for fabrication of 3D structures in biological applications, thanks to its 

capability of fabricating multi-scale structure with facile functionalization. DNA origami 

offers advantages of fine structural resolution and complexity with typical structure 

dimensions in the 1-100 nm range by designing the sequence of staple strands and 

controlling the subsequence self-assembly process with careful management of 

temperature, pH value, and time. However, self-assembly with longer DNA strands has 

suffered from extremely low yields even for simple geometries due to the complexity of 

folding a very large DNA strand into a compact shape. On the other hand, multi-photon 

based 3D lithography has been demonstrated to fabricate arbitrary micron-sized 3D 

structures with ease.  By employing oil immersion and two-photon dye, sub-micron 

structures were also successfully demonstrated. However, both of these processes still 

suffer from low resolution in the z-direction and involve the usage of toxic substances 

that compromise the biological activity and restrict the functionalization of biomaterials. 

The “length scale gap” between 3D biostructures that can be readily fabricated by DNA 

origami via molecular assembly (comfort zone: 1-100 nm) and multi-photon lithography 

using biomaterials (comfort zone: > 500 nm) is fulfilled by the reported Protein LEGO 

method with reduced process complexity and enhanced flexibility of functionalization. 

A couple of examples have been realized by following the procedure described 

above. Nano-desk (Figure 16D) shapes are produced by forming the legs with EBL and 

desktop with IBL. The desktop is able to maintain its shape with only one additional 

support at the center in addition to the four desk legs at the corner. Even more 

remarkably, nanoscale spider webs are also demonstrated in Figure 16E by fabricating 

the supporting pillar with EBL and the spider web lines (with an aspect ratio of 1000:70) 

with IBL. The fluorescent images of fluorescein sodium (green) doped and Rhodamine B 
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(RB, red) doped spider silk nanoweb demonstrate the 3D nature of the nanoweb where 

the RB doped nanoweb is folded due to the intentional removal of two of the anchor 

points of the nanoweb, whose 3D nature is otherwise difficult to reveal using our current 

confocal imaging set up due to the small geometries, especially in the z direction. Similar 

results have been successfully achieved with genetically engineered fluorescent spider 

silk. The fact that both the thin desktop and the delicate spider web lines can survive the 

water development step and sustain their designed shapes is a manifestation of the 

exceptional mechanical strength of the genetically engineered spider silk and the 

reliability of this fabrication paradigm. In addition, heterogeneous, hierarchical silk 

structures in the form of biomimetic spider webs can be realized either laterally or 

vertically using different types of genetically engineered spider dragline silk proteins 

MaSp1 and MaSp2 known for their outstanding mechanical strength and elasticity 

respectively, which are further modified with different functions (e.g., red and green 

fluorescent, respectively), underlining the flexibility and versatility of this platform. 

The unique combination of genetically engineered spider silk and IBL fabrication 

technique – Protein LEGO, offers extensive versatility for a variety of applications that 

require devices to be produced in a “green” way with customizable bio-functions and 

accurate nanoscopic geometries and serves as a promising alternative to complement 

current 3D bionanofabrication techniques such as DNA origami and multi-photon 

lithography. Scanning based manufacturing techniques (e.g., IBL, EBL, and scanning 

probe based lithography) usually suffer from relatively low throughput. However, IBL is 

nonetheless notably faster than EBL because ions carry more energy than electrons, 

therefore requiring a lower irradiation dosage (~1/10 - 1/20 times less than the dosage 

required for EBL) to crosslink/decrosslink silk proteins. To extend the capability of our 

methods, more complex and multifunctional structures can be realized by stacking 
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multiple layers of spider silk protein together, where each layer can be individually 

fabricated with the desired geometries. What is more appealing is that for each layer, the 

genetically engineered spider silk can be customized to specific duties for part of a larger 

task. For instance, the spider silk itself can be modified through genetic engineering to 

have innate tunable properties such as elasticity, hydrophobicity and molecular weight, as 

well as through side group conjugation using chemical methods (e.g., UV-sensitization). 

In addition, by doping the spider silk solution with various types of inorganic and organic 

molecules, the recombinant spider silk can acquire many different functions. It can also 

be mixed together with other proteins to serve as hybrid materials (e.g., largely tunable 

mechanical properties and cell adhesion by mixing with collagen at different ratios). This 

multiplex of functionality in addition to on-demand nanoscale composite structures adds 

an entire new dimension to the versatility of this platform. 

Concerns may arise regarding the possible ion contamination during IBL process 

because the Ga+ ions could disturb the bio-compatibility of the fabricated device, 

rendering it unsuitable for bio-applications. To meet this challenge, we demonstrate 

successful guided cell seeding and inhibition using pre-patterned functional spider silk 

substrate in this work, which suggests that the ions do not have a significant effect on the 

cytocompatibility of the fabricated device. This can be further improved by utilizing IBL 

system based on inert Helium (He) ion, which offers better fabrication resolution thanks 

to the lower divergence of He ions in the vicinity of sample surface. In summary, 

genetically engineered spider silk incorporated with IBL fabrication technique provides a 

versatile platform to perform multifunctional 3D nanostructuring for current and 

emerging biomedical applications. This work has been accepted by Advanced Materials.  
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Chapter 5: The patterning of chemically silk light chain by UV-light 

INTRODUCTION TO UV-LITHOGRAPHY USING SILK AS THE RESIST 

Precise patterning of micro- and nano-structures using polymer-based 

biomaterials has extensive applications including drug release, degradable implants, 

tissue engineering, and regenerative medicine (29). The silk based material provides an 

ideal platform for such applications and has been investigated as a manufacturable 

material using EBL, IBL, and Imprint Lithography, etc. Photolithography, in particular, 

remains one of the most appealing techniques for scalable biomanufacturing as it is 

CMOS-compatible and can rapidly fabricate high fidelity micro-/nano-patterns in parallel 

– in contrast, scanning-probe lithography and electron beam lithography for 

biomanufacturing use serial manufacturing techniques. Natural silk fibers from Bombyx 

mori cocoons exist in a self-assembled fibrous configuration, in which a mechanically 

robust protein - fibroin (~ 75%, w/w) comprises the core, surrounded by a glue protein - 

sericin (~ 25%, w/w) (3). The lack of photo-sensitive functional groups in the molecular 

structure of the silk protein dictates the incompatibility of the raw silk protein as a 

photoresist. However, by conjugating the appropriate photosensitive molecules, the 

modified silk could be used for UV patterning. In fact, patterning of silk microstructures 

using UV-photolithography has been successfully demonstrated where either silk fibroin 

or sericin was chemically modified to be photoreactive and then served as the photoresist 

(55, 108). Cell culture studies have been conducted to verify the biocompatibility of silk 

protein resists after the chemical modification and lithographic process. Though very 

promising, compared to their commercial counterparts based on synthetic polymers, 

current silk protein resists still suffer from issues such as relatively low resolution and 

pattern contrast in terms of lithographic patterns, mainly due to the inevitable wide 
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3molecular weight distribution (ranging from a few tens to a few hundreds of kDa for 

both silk fibroin and sericin proteins) during the degumming process for protein 

extraction. Such limits hinder their practical use in precision biopatterning and the 

semiconductor industry where reliability and repeatability are paramount. Proteins with 

more uniform molecular structures (such as well-defined chain lengths and molecular 

weights) and preferably more active group sites for further functionalization have yet to 

be explored for high-performance protein-based photolithography. 

In this study, we report on a precise protein photolithography (P3) for high-

performance biopatterning using the well-defined silk fibroin light chain as the basic 

resist material. Silk fibroin is mainly composed of two components, namely heavy chain 

(H-fibroin, ~ 85%, w/w) and light chain (L-fibroin, ~ 15%, w/w), which are linked by a 

single disulfide bond between Cys-c20 of H-fibroin and Cys-172 of L-fibroin (109, 110). 

Compared to silk fibroin and sericin proteins, L-fibroin has a well-defined molecular 

weight of ~ 26 kDa (111). It also has a higher proportion of undifferentiated and 

hydrophilic amino acid composition than H-fibroin, which facilitates facile chemical 

modification for the synthesis of a variety of biologically and chemically functional 

photoresists. 

 
                                                
3 This section is based on the following article. The author of this dissertation is the co-author on this 
paper. Liu, W., Zhou, Z., Zhang, S., Shi, Z., Tabarini, J., Lee, W., . . . Dong, F. (2017). Precise Protein 
Photolithography (P3): High Performance Biopatterning Using Silk Fibroin Light Chain as the Resist. 
Advanced Science, 4(9). 
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SYNTHESIS OF THE PHOTOSENSITIVE SILK LIGHT CHAIN 

 

Figure 17: Synthesis of the UV-reactive silk L-fibroin (UV-LC) and the result of 
photolithography using UV-LC as a negative resist. B. mori cocoons (a) are 
degummed for 60 minutes to obtain silk fibroin (b), and the L-fibroin (c) is 
then separated from the silk fibroin using formic acid; (d) photoactive L-
fibroin (UV-LC precursor) is obtained by conjugating IEM to the L-fibroin; 
(e) by adding the photoinitiator (Irgacure 2959), the UV-LC resist can be 
synthesized; (f) Photolithography using UV-LC resist; (g) Optical images of 
the fabricated patterns (Linewidth: 5 μm, zoom-in image) shows that UV-
LC has better lithographic performance than UV-Silk30. Scale bar: 50 μm. 
(h) Dark-field stereomicroscopic photograph of double immunofluorescence 
staining with nestin (green fluorescence) and nuclear staining (blue DAPI 
staining) of fetal neural stems cells that were guided to be cultured on a 
micropatterned UV-LC resist (dash line) on a silicon substrate. Scale bar: 
100 μm. (54) 

Figure 17 illustrates the material synthesis, functionalization, and 

photolithographic results of UV-reactive silk L-fibroin (UV-LC) resists. The Bombyx 

mori silkworm cocoons were first cut into small pieces and degummed for 60 minutes to 

remove sericin using a previously reported process (Figure 17A & 17B). Formic acid was 

used to break the covalent disulfide bonds between H-fibroin and L-fibroin, and to 
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separate silk fragments based on their different solubility in formic acid without causing 

severe protein degradation (112). The soluble fractions (i.e., L-fibroin) were harvested 

and air-dried (Figure 17C). The L-fibroin was modified to be photoreactive by 

conjugating a photoreactive reagent of 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (IEM) to L-

fibroin’s side groups, yielding a photocrosslinkable UV-LC precursor (Figure 17D). The 

UV-LC precursor was then dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma 

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). An organic photoinitiator of Irgacure 2959 (Sigma Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO) was added 0.5% (w/v) into the UV-LC precursor solution to generate (and 

transfer) reactive species (free radicals in this case) when exposed to UV radiation 

(Figure 17E). The UV-LC resist solution (2%, w/v) was spin coated on a silicon or glass 

substrate to form a resist layer with a controllable thickness ranging from 50 nm to 

several µm which was then exposed through a photomask (Figure 17F). In this case, the 

UV-LC resist acted as a negative photoresist which can be crosslinked due to IEM in the 

presence of UV light (followed by the development step) to generate wafer-scale 

micropatterns on silicon and glass substrates via standard UV photolithography (Figure 

17G). UV-LC microstructures were tested as cellular substrates and for the spatial 

guidance of fetal neural stems cells which were seeded on micropatterned surfaces and 

incubated for 3 days. Cells tended to preferentially attach to the UV-LC protein patterns 

in comparison to the surrounding surface (i.e., silicon in this case) (Figure 17H). Note 

that the sensitivity of UV-LC resists can be readily tuned by regulating the IEM 

molecules conjugated into L-fibroin. Additionally, the presence of unmodified amino 

acids can enable further functions (e.g., association with favorable cellular interactions 

and the production of multifunctional biomaterial architectures) via concurrent or 

subsequent modification strategies. In this study, the IEM molecules were intentionally 

designed to exceed the population of available amino acids conversion to fully occupy 
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nearly all active group sites on the protein chains to better investigate the underlying 

mechanism of photo-only-induced formation of crosslinked silk micro-/nano structures. 
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FABRICATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UV SENSITIZED SILK LIGHT-CHAIN 

 

Figure 18: Characterization and analysis of patterns fabricated by protein 
photolithography using different types of silk-based materials (e.g. UV-
Silk30, UV-SilkHTP, and UV-LC). (a) Schematic comparison between 
structures of UV-LC and UV-Silk (including both UV-Silk30 and UV-
SilkHTP) precursor, where UV-Silk30 has longer protein chains than UV-
HTP. UV-LC contains only L-fibroin; (b) Morphological characterization 
(using an optical microscope and AFM, scale bar: 200 μm) of micropatterns 
fabricated by protein photolithography using UV-Silk30, UV-SilkHTP, and 
UV-LC. It shows that the UV-LC can achieve better resolution and surface 
smoothness than UV-Silk30 and UV-SilkHTP; (c) and (d) Quantitative 
analysis of resolution and surface roughness of micropatterns fabricated 
using various UV-Silk and UV-LC. The result is consistent with the 
observations from optical and AFM images. (54) 

A variety of photoreactive fibroin (UV-Silk) resists with varied degumming 

conditions (thus varied protein chain lengths and molecular weight distributions) have 

been prepared for comparison using a previously reported method. Note that UV-Silk 
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resists consist of both H-fibroin and L-fibroin fragments, while UV-LC only has L-

fibroin. Figure 18A schematically shows the (simplified) molecular structures of some 

example UV-Silk and UV-LC precursors, including UV-Silk made of silk fibroin fibers 

degummed for 30 minutes (UV-Silk30), degummed at high temperature (121 ºC) and 

pressure (25 psi) for 4 hr (UV-SilkHTP), and L-fibroin protein, respectively. In general, 

longer degumming time results in shorter but more uniform silk fibroin fragments. 

Therefore, compared to UV-Silk30, the H-fibroin fragments in UV-SilkHTP are 

generally shorter but more uniform due to the high temperature and pressure treatment 

conditions during its extended degumming process. In comparison, UV-LC provides a 

promising route serving as the basic molecular blocks for precise protein 

photolithography thanks to its well-defined and evenly distributed protein chains. 

The surface morphology and fidelity of as-fabricated micropatterns on isopropyl 

alcohol (IPA) cleaned silicon substrates using UV-LC and UV-Silk protein resists were 

characterized and compared using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and an optical 

microscope, showing that lithographic performances including the spatial resolution, 

pattern sharpness, and surface morphology/roughness strongly depend on the molecular 

structures of as-used protein resists (Figure 18B). AFM results show that UV-LC has the 

best surface roughness with a root mean square (RMS) roughness of ~ 2.3 nm while UV-

SilkHTP (~ 8.5 nm) is better than UV-Silk30 (~ 23.8 nm), over an area of 5 × 5 μm. We 

postulate that, during drying, silk fibroin proteins spontaneously form micro- and nano-

scale wrinkled patterns guided by a diffusion-limited aggregation process (DLA) (113) 

which has been observed in the assembly of a range of materials including colloids, 

polymer thin films (114), peptides (115, 116), and proteins (117). This is partially due to 

the polarity mismatch between photoreactive silk resists consisting of strongly polar side 

groups, such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amino groups (thus strongly polar) and the IPA-
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treated silicon (weakly polar) substrate, which can be improved by appropriate surface 

treatment of silicon substrates (Details in the Supplemental Information). The mismatch 

increases with the protein chain length and uneven distribution of the molecule weight 

where the internal molecular polarity difference within the protein chain becomes more 

predominant due to increased ratio between the hydrophobic H-Fibroin fragments and the 

hydrophilic L-Fibroin fragments (Figure 18C). 

Figure 18D shows that, under the same lithographic conditions (i.e., exposure 

duration and development time), the resolution (which was determined by the minimum 

distinguishable feature size in our case, see the Supplemental Information) of UV-Silk 

resists improves with the increasing degumming time, due to the decreased (and more 

uniformly distributed) molecular weight. The UV-SilkHTP and UV-LC provide better 

lithographic performances in terms of resolution, yielding minimum feature sizes of 1.54 

and 1.51 μm, respectively, close to the minimum designed feature size of the mask (1.5 

μm), which was chosen based on the capabilities of our current photolithography setup.  
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STUDY OF THE CROSS-LINKING MECHANISM OF THE UV-SENSITIZED SILK LIGHT CHAIN 

 

Figure 19: Structural characterization of the UV-Silk and UV-LC using FTIR and s-
SNOM. (a) Schematic of ATR-FTIR setup, where the sample is illuminated 
from the back of the ATR crystal; (b) FTIR spectrum of IEM, silk fibroin 
protein, UV-silk, and UV-LC. The peaks vanish in the UV-Silk and UV-LC, 
indicating the binding of IEM on silk fibroin and L-fibroin; (c) Schematic of 
the s-SNOM system. An infrared laser is focused onto the AFM tip, and the 
scattered signal is collected by the detector; (d) & (e) IR nano-imaging and 
absorbance (acquired by s-SNOM measurement performed at 1,635 cm-1) of 
UV-Silk30, UV-Silk90, UV-SilkHTP and UV-LC with various exposure 
time. The disappearance of the absorbance with increasing exposure time 
indicates the increasing crosslinking degree of IEM until about 90 s, after 
which time all the available IEM active conjugated acrylate group sites are 
crosslinked. (54) 

The underlying crosslinking mechanism via the conjugation of the multifunctional 

acrylate moiety (i.e., IEM in this case) to silk fibroin proteins (including both H-fibroin 

and L-fibroin) and L-fibroin only - at macro and nano-scale - was investigated via both 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and the scattering-type scanning near-

field optical microscopy (s-SNOM), respectively. Three characteristic peaks (red curve, 

Figure 18b) were found in Amide I (1,600 ~ 1,700 cm-1), Amide II (1,500 ~ 1,600 cm-1), 

and Amide III (1,200 ~ 1,300 cm-1) bands for bulk silk fibroin proteins measured by FTIR 

in the attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode with an aperture size of several tens of 
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microns (Figure 19A), which gradually decreased after the introduction of the 

photoactive component IEM (Figure 19B). Three prominent peaks (blue and pink curves 

for UV-Silk and UV-LC, respectively) surged at 1,720 cm-1 (C=O stretch), 1,635 cm-1 

(terminal C=C stretch) and 1,160 cm-1 (C–O stretch), which overlapped with the 

characteristic peaks of pure IEM.  

s-SNOM was employed to provide direct imaging and chemical identification of 

the thin protein layers at the nanoscale, to understand the variation of local chemical 

composites during crosslinking under UV exposure, and to overcome the special 

resolution and thickness limits of FTIR spectroscopic study. In this work, s-SNOM 

(NeaSNOM, Neaspec GmbH, Germany) has been utilized for high-resolution optical 

images and spectroscopic information to map out the chemical and mechanical properties 

of protein patterns at the nanoscale with a spatial resolution of ~ 20 nm. In our setup, s-

SNOM is coupled to a tunable IR quantum cascade laser (QCL, Daylight Solutions Inc., 

USA) covering the broad IR spectra of the Amide I and II bands over the range from 

1,450 to 1,750 cm-1 (Figure 19C). The near-field phase spectrum resembles the molecular 

absorbance band, while the near-field amplitude spectrum acquires a dispersive line 

shape similar to a far-field reflectivity spectrum. 

The crosslinking degree was measured by using absorbance phase images, where 

the absorbance intensity at characteristic peak of crosslinking is inversely proportional to 

the degree of crosslink. Absorbance phase images of UV-Silk30, UV-Silk90, UV-

SilkHTP, and UV-LC patterns on a silicon substrate were captured at 1,635 cm-1, which 

corresponds to IEM-induced photocrosslinking from terminal C=C group sites. As shown 

in Figure 19D, at 1,635 cm-1, the phase image exhibited a strong contrast between silk and 

silicon (silicon is used as the reference for IR imaging) in UV-Silk30 micropatterns that 

were exposed for 20 s. The contrast gradually weakened with the longer exposure time 
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indicating an increased crosslinking degree. IEM-induced crosslinking degrees within 

various protein micropatterns were obtained and evaluated quantitatively (Figure 19E). 

The absorbance intensity of UV-Silk30 samples decreased monotonically with increasing 

exposure time until 90 s, indicating an increase in crosslinking degree due to IEM. The 

crosslinking was found to be saturated after 90 s exposure which expended all available 

active conjugated acrylate group sites and remained nearly constant thereafter. It is found 

that UV-Silk resists with lower molecular weights are easier to crosslink partially due to 

their higher degrees of molecular mobility and more uniform protein chain lengths. 

Compared to UV-Silk resists, UV-LC resist shows considerably higher sensitivity thanks 

to its shorter protein chain length and more available IEM side groups.  
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STUDY OF THE ETCHING RATE OF THE SILK LIGHT CHAIN RESIST 

 

Figure 20: Etching rate measurements and schematic structures of various UV-Silk and 
UV-LC. (a) Etching rate measurement of the UV-Silk30 and UV-LC with 
increasing exposure time. The etching rate of UV-LC decreases faster than 
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the UV-Silk30 with increasing exposure time but reaches a constant rate that 
is higher than UV-Silk30; (b) Etching rate comparison between various UV-
Silk (including both UV-Silk and methanol treated UV-Silk) and UV-LC at 
two exposure times (20s and 120s). All the samples with 20 s exposure 
times have larger etching rate than the samples with 120 s exposure times. 
UV-Silk has an increasing etching rate with increasing degumming time 
because the mechanical strength is better with longer chain length. UV-LC 
has slightly less etching rate because its highly defined molecular structure 
help form better crystalline structure; (c) Young’s modulus of UV-Silk and 
UV-LC and ratio of Young’s modulus before and after methanol treatment. 
It shows the similar trend with the data of etching speed, where the largest 
Young’s modulus value corresponds to slower etching rate. It also shows no 
obvious change by treating with methanol, which indicates little amount of 
beta sheet structure present in UV-Silk and UV-LC; (d) Schematic structure 
and the corresponding etching rate of the photocrosslinked UV-Silk and 
UV-LC with 20 s exposure time and UV-Silk30 exposed for 120 s. For UV-
Silk30, the etching rate decreases with longer exposure time because of the 
increased crosslinking degree. With the same exposure time, the etching rate 
increases with increasing degumming time because of the shorter chain 
length, and thus less mechanical strength. With 20 s exposure (partially 
crosslinking) UV-LC has less etching speed because its highly defined 
molecular structure helps it form better IEM-induced crystalline structure. 
(54) 

One main use of photolithography is to pattern a resist layer which can serve as a 

temporary mask when etching an underlying layer. Therefore, a systematic study on the 

use of UV-Silk and UV-LC resists as the etching mask for pattern transfer was 

conducted. We’ve found that there are at least three factors that play an important and 

synergistic role in the etching performance (i.e., etching resistance) of the silk-based 

microstructures, namely, 1) the average molecular weight (i.e., average protein chain 

length, which is determined by the degumming process (for UV-Silk resists) and protein 

separation process (for UV-LC resist)); 2) the photoinduced crosslinking due to IEM; and 

3) the crosslinking due to the formation of beta sheets. We first investigated the 

dependence of etching performance on the photoinduced crosslinking within the protein 

matrix and the protein chain lengths. As shown in Figure 20A, the etching rates of both 
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UV-Silk30 and UV-LC resists decreased monotonically with the increased exposure time 

(and thus the increased crosslinking degree before saturation) and reached plateaus at ~ 

25.4 nm/min and ~ 72.4 nm/min after UV exposure of 90 s and 30 s, respectively. The 

etching resistance of UV-LC was initially better than UV-Silk30 since the crosslinking 

degree in UV-LC was considerably higher than UV-Silk30 under the same exposure 

conditions. With the increased exposure time, the molecular weight of silk protein chains 

became to play a more important role and UV-Silk30 showed a better etching resistance 

when both resists were fully crosslinked. 

We designed two sets of experiments to systematically investigate the etching 

performance among a variety of silk resists (including both UV-Silk and UV-LC ones) 

that were 1) partially crosslinked (for 20 s exposure so that all resists were “under-

exposed”) and 2) fully crosslinked (for 120 s exposure so that all resists were “over-

exposed”) (Figure 20B). It has been found that, under same exposure conditions (for both 

partially and fully crosslinking cases), the etching rate of UV-Silk resists increased with 

the degumming time. This is mainly due to the reduced protein chain length during the 

prolonged degumming process which weakens the mechanical strength of the as-prepared 

protein resist and causes the increase in the etching rate (Figure 20C). A schematic 

illustration of the underlying mechanism is given in Figure 20D. We then compared the 

etching performances of UV-LC resist to UV-Silk ones. In the partially crosslinking case, 

the UV-LC resist showed the best etching performance due to its significantly higher 

crosslinking degree than all UV-Silk resists (also see Figure 20E). However, for the fully 

crosslinking case, a competing mechanism becomes more noticeable between the 

crosslinking degree and the molecular weight on the etching performance. Generally, 

UV-LC resist has much lower molecular weight but higher crosslinking degree than UV-

Silk resists under same exposure conditions. Therefore, when fully crosslinked, UV-Silk 
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resists with relatively short degummed time showed better etching resistance than UV-

LC, due to their much higher molecular weights and better mechanical strengths. UV-

Silk90 shows a comparable etching resistance to UV-LC as it has higher molecular 

weight but less crosslinking degree. UV-SilkHTP shows the highest etching rate as it has 

much lower average molecular weight than other UV-Silk counterparts due to the 

excessive degumming time under high temperature and pressure. 

Furthermore, we’ve found that the influence of the secondary structure of beta 

sheets within silk resists on their etching performances is considerably minor compared 

to the other two factors, namely, the average molecular weight and IEM-induced 

crosslink. It is well known that methanol treatment can promote the formation of beta 

sheets within the silk protein matrix. No noticeable variation was found in terms of the 

etching resistance and Young’s modulus before and after the methanol treatment for all 

silk resist samples (Figure 20B and 20C). We attribute this to the fact that the degree of 

IEM substitution was designed to exceed the population of amino acids conversion so to 

occupy almost all the active group sites on the protein chains, which hindered the 

formation of β-sheet structures in the protein resist matrix.  
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BIO-COMPATIBILITY AND STABILIZATION OF THE PHOTOSENSITIVE SILK LIGHT CHAIN 

 

Figure 21: (a) Bioactivity evaluation of HRP-doped silk resist and HRP enzyme after 
UV exposure. The ELISA test shows that enzyme activities are negatively 
affected during UV exposure and silk resists can help to stabilize the 
bioactivities to some extent during UV exposure; (b) Patten design of as-
used photomask. (c)-(f) Double immunofluorescence staining with nestin 
(green fluorescence) and nuclear staining (blue DAPI staining) of fetal 
neural stem cells cultured on UC-LC substrates showing the spatial 
guidance of cell seeding. Scale bar: 100 μm. (54) 

One of the most compelling attributes of silk materials is their abilities to allow 

for the incorporation of functional elements such as labile biological components with 

retention of bioactivity to generate functional material formats. The effectiveness of UV-

LC photolithography to large scale reproduce microscale geometries and topologies 

allows for functional components to be generated from silk. We therefore explore the 

doping and stabilization of UV-LC patterns with an enzyme of horseradish peroxidase 

(HRP) and the effects of the UV-LC photolithography process on its bioactivities as 

proof-of-principle demonstrations. As shown in Figure 21A & 21B, the enzymatic 

activity of the HRP-doped UV-LC resist was assessed by a colorimetric enzyme-linked 
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immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for HRP/ 3,3ʹ,5,5ʹ-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) after UV 

exposure and pattern development. The bioactivity test shows that as-prepared patterns 

possess bioactivity of embedded biological molecules to some extent (i.e., HRP-dope UV 

patterns turn blue after exposure to TMB) during UV-LC photolithography. Finally, UV-

LC microstructures were fabricated and examined using a standard immunofluorescence 

assay as biocompatible cellular substrates (Figure 21C – 21E). Fetal neural stem cells 

were seeded on non-patterned (i.e., a uniform coating of UV-LC resist w/o UV exposure) 

and patterned surfaces using UV-LC photolithography and incubated for 3 days. As 

shown in Figure 21F & 21G, cells were well anchored to the UV-LC substrates in both 

cases and tended to preferentially attach to UV-LC patterned compared to the 

surrounding surface (i.e., silicon in this case), showing that UV-LC micropatterns have 

good biocompatibility and can be used for precisely spatial cell guidance. 

In conclusion, we report on a precise protein photolithography (P3) for wafer-

scale, high-performance biopatterning using chemically modified well-defined silk L-

fibroins as the photoresist material. The lithographic and etching performance of UV-LC 

and UV-Silk resists have been evaluated systematically and the underlying mechanisms 

have been thoroughly discussed. A general guidance on the synthesis and the use of silk 

L-fibroin resist has been provided. The inherent biocompatibility and the enhanced 

patterning resolution along with the improved surface roughness and etching performance 

of such protein-based resists offer new opportunities in fabricating large-scale high-

precision biocompatible functional micro-/nano structures. This work has been published 

by Advanced Science.  
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Chapter 6: The stabilization of bio-compounds in silk matrix 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STABILITY OF LABILE BIOSPECIES 

One of the versatility of the silk based platform is manifested in the multiple 

pathways that the base material – silk can be functionalized. Apart from genetic 

engineering and chemical modification, a simple doping process can impart a wide range 

of functionalities into the silk matrix by using the appropriate dopants such as quantum 

dots, nanoparticles, small molecule drug, etc. In particular, biocompounds can be used as 

the dopants to offer bioactivities to the silk material. During this process, the silk protein 

not only act as a carrier, it also stabilizes the fragile compounds which would otherwise 

lose their bioactivity within hours in the ambient conditions.  

Biocompounds, including biomolecules and larger species such as virus and cells, 

become important tractions as therapeutics, diagnostics tools, and various other industrial 

applications. Despite the wide usage, the biocompounds are usually very fragile and can 

only maintain their activity for a limited amount of time in a controlled environment 

(which often involve refrigeration or freezing). Therefore, there have been significant 

challenges associated with the maintenance of activities/functions of the biocompounds 

during the manufacturing, handling, transportation, and storage. Currently, the most 

widely adopted method of preserving bioactivities is refrigeration, or also known as the 

cold chain (118). The cold chain is a series of refrigeration based processing of the labile 

compounds, prolonging the bioactivities of the biocompounds for a slightly extended 

period of time. However, there are two issues with the cold chain. First of all, the 

mechanisms by which the biocompounds degrades (related to and categorized by 

physical and chemical stability) is a complex process that involves parameters more than 

the temperature itself (119). Therefore, while refrigeration does indeed provide a way to 
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improve the stability of biocompounds, its effectiveness is not always consistent and 

sometimes can be futile. In addition, the maintenance of a stable, and low temperature 

environment can be economically inhibiting. The estimated cost for the cold chain used 

to store and transport vaccine alone is about $200 – 300 million per year (120). The 

inconsistent ineffectiveness and the significant economic burden of the cold chain has 

stimulated the research on alternative ways to preserve labile biocompounds.  

One of many of the investigated methods of improving the stability of the 

biocompounds is to use a carrier material, which “protects” the biocompounds from 

potential degradation pathways (119, 121). In this context, the silk protein matrix has 

been reported to effectively stabilize the bioactivity of a wide range of biocompounds 

ranging from small molecule drugs (e.g. antibodies) , to macromolecules (e.g. enzymes), 

and even larger species (e.g. virus, bacteriophages, and even cells) (122-129).  

 

THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL STABILITY OF THE BIOCOMPOUNDS 

The labile biocompounds are subject to a number of different stresses that are 

associated with their degradation, categorized by physical ones and chemical ones (130). 

The physical stability is typically described by the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 

structures of proteins without affecting the covalent bonds. The physical instability can 

lead to several issues, including denaturation, solvent exposure to labile residues, 

adsorption to surfaces, self-association, precipitation and aggregation (131). The 

aggregation is particularly problematic for therapeutics because of its potential to induce 

immunogenicity and compromise efficacy. In general, there are two key factors related to 

the physical stability of biocompounds, namely, structural stability and solution 

energetics.  
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The structural stability refers to the aspect of the biocompounds to remain its 

native conformation, which is determined by a complex interaction of weak and opposing 

forces. The maintenance of the native folded structure arises from the natural desire of 

systems to reside in a lowest energy state (132). Therefore, the de-stabilizing factors 

break this balance by increasing the entropy of the unfolded state. The structural stability 

is influenced by many inter-atomic forces, including the hydrophobic interactions, ion 

pairs or salt bridges, electrostatic forces, Van der Waals interactions, and hydrogen 

boding (133, 134). Each of the factors are relatively weak, but together contributes to the 

instability and aggregation of the protein. On the other hand, solution energetics is a 

combinatory effect of protein–protein, protein–surface, and protein–solvent interactions 

(135, 136). They are governed by the same weak forces that affect the structural stability 

of protein. In addition, it has recently been proposed that the net surface charge and 

surface charge distribution are critical factors that influence the solution energetics. 

The chemical stability of the biocompounds is associated with the chemical 

modification and even damage of the amino acid residues (137). Many of the amino acid 

residues are subject to chemical damage (138), which often result in the altered function 

and physical instability of the protein. Among the many pathways of the chemical 

damage, deamidation is the most common one, which is non-enzymatic reaction 

occurring mostly on asparagine residues. The product deamidation results in the 

introduction of a charged side residue in place of a neutral one, thereby disrupting the 

local protein structure. Another important pathway of chemical stability is the oxidation. 

The oxidation affects all residues with aromatic or sulfur containing side chains, and the 

methionine side groups are susceptible. Similar to deamidation, the oxidation decreases 

the structural stability and change the propensity of aggregation.  
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THE STABILIZATION OF BIOCOMPOUNDS IN SILK 

Based on the pathways and mechanisms that affect the stability of the 

biocompounds, there are corresponding strategies to mitigate those stresses. The physical 

stability is affected by solution pH, ionic strength, and buffer species, where the pH 

changes the net charge and the charge distribution on the side groups. The native state of 

the biocompounds can actually be stabilized by sugars (e.g. sucrose, glucose, lactose, and 

trehalose) (139, 140) at high concentrations based on the preferential exclusion 

mechanism. The sugar molecules are preferentially excluded from the gap where the two-

molecule associate is formed. Thus the free energy of the partially associated 

intermediate is increased, reducing the protein-protein aggregation.  

The above mentioned mitigation strategies are all solution based, since the low 

cost of liquid formulation has driven the development of drug products. However, many 

of the biocompounds cannot be effectively stored in a solution environment, even at low 

temperature. In this context, solid state stabilization has gained considerable interests as 

an alternative way to storing biocompounds. The conventional solid state stabilization 

involves freezing or lyophilization, which dramatically decrease the molecular mobility, 

thus reducing the chemical pathway of degradation. However, the freezing and 

lyophilization may exert some stress on the physical aspect of degradation.  

The silk based stabilization of the biocompounds could take in the form of both 

liquid state and solid state. In the liquid state, the silk protein stabilizes the biocompounds 

via preferential interactions (141). In this mechanism, the molecules are surrounded by a 

layer of “water shell”, with another layer of silk protein on the outside. If the molecules 

were to unfold, the exposed surface area would increase, which requires a larger volume 

of exclusion. However, all natural system prefers to stay in the lowest energy, and 

therefore, the unfolding of the molecules is not favored. In addition, the hydrophobic and 
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electrostatic interaction between the silk protein and the molecules plays an important 

role. The shielding effect of the hydrophobic domains of the silk protein can improve the 

physical stability by mitigating the protein-protein interactions.  Meanwhile, the highly 

charged silk molecules can alter the surface charges of the biocompounds, reducing the 

protein-protein interaction. In the solid state, there are two major hypotheses that are used 

to explain the stabilization mechanism of the silk protein. The first is the water 

replacement hypothesis (142), which simply imply that the silk protein take the place of 

water molecule in the biocompounds in the dried state, and the hydrogen bonding 

between the silk protein and the biocompounds help to stabilize. The other hypothesis is 

the vitrification (143), which relate the degradation kinetics to the molecular mobility of 

the molecules in a glassy matrix. Both of which are useful at predicting the stabilization 

behavior of the biocompounds in the silk matrix.  

 

THE NANOSCALE VISUALIZATION OF THE STABILIZATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE IN THE 
SILK FILM 

In order to visualize the state of the biocompounds in the silk matrix, the 

appropriate type of sample is needed. In terms of size, the silk matrix interacts with the 

biocomopounds at the nanoscale, so a smaller type of sample is preferred. However, if 

the size is too small, the limitation of the current microscopy technique become the 

bottleneck of the investigation. In this work, we choose the bacteriophage, specifically, 

M13, as the target to the study the interaction between the silk and the phage. The M13 

bacteriophage is a virus that can infect e.coli, and has been widely used in genetic 

engineering and nanotechnology (144). The M-13 phage is composed of a single stranded 

DNA enclosed by a protein tube made of about 2700 copies of a single protein, called P8. 
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The protein coat of the M-13 phage is mostly helical in conformation and the size of the 

phage is about 7nm in diameter and ~900nm in length (145). The appropriate size is ideal 

for the observation of the interaction between silk matrix and the biocompounds using the 

s-SNOM.  

 

THE CHALLENGES OF OBSERVING THE M13 BACTERIOPHAGE USING SNOM 

 

Figure 22: Eliminating the influence of buffer solution for SNOM observation. 

One of the greatest challenges of observing live virus and cells using the s-SNOM 

technique is the elimination of the buffer solution in which the virus and cells live in. 

Although aqueous phase AFM have been successfully demonstrated in many applications 

by directly probing the samples in a liquid cell, such operation is difficult to accomplish 

for s-SNOM in the IR region because of two reasons. First of all, water has very high 

absorption in the mid-IR region, and the signal strength of the s-SNOM is significantly 

compromised. Therefore, to obtain a reasonable signal to noise ratio, an exceptionally 

high laser power is required, which will negatively affect the biocompounds. In addition, 

since the SNOM operation requires that the AFM to be in the tapping, or semi-contact 

mode, there is a high frequency excitation at the tip-liquid interface, which induces the 

formation of surface wrinkles. The wrinkles could interfere and scatter the incident and 

Aggregation	of	buffer	material	

Pipetting

Removing	excess	buffer	
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reflected signal in random ways that makes the signal extraction much more difficult, 

Therefore, a solid phase sample is much desired for the observation.  

The preparation of the solid phase M13 phage sample involves the drying the of 

phage and fixing on a flat substrate. The surface smoothness is essential since the M13 

phage is very small. The surface roughness should ideally be less than 1nm to have a 

clear topological definition of the phage. However, the simple drop-casting and drying 

process of a phage containing buffer does not work because of the residue from the other 

substance in the buffer solution can either result in large, gel-like aggregations (as shown 

in Figure 22), or large area crystallization due to the existence of salt. To solve this 

problem, a three step process is developed. First of all, the phage containing buffer 

solution is drop-casted on the substrate, which is put on rest for about 30min in a high 

humidity environment. During this period, the phage tends to precipitate on the substrate 

surface, and with the appropriate substrate hydrophobicity, some of the phage is fixed on 

the substrate. The high humidity environment ensures the elimination of the water 

evaporation during this process. Then the solution is carefully pipetted out either the side 

of the liquid bubble or the top of it. Since the other content of the buffer solution does not 

precipitate, the removal of the solution will remove most of the substance that could 

interfere with the SNOM measurement. The resulting sample will then be completely 

dried and used for the subsequence investigation.  
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Figure 23: The disintegration of a globular viral particle after repeated AFM scan. 

Another challenge of using the AFM based characterization tools on live 

microorganism is the mechanically induced degradation. Most of the AFM based 

characterizations of biocompounds operate in tapping mode, which is a much gentler 

process than the contact mode AFM. With the usage of a softer tip, the damage to the 

biological sample can be minimized. However, the requirement of the SNOM operation 

dictates that the mechanical resonance of the AFM tip to be in the range of ~250kHz, 

which is not considered a very soft tip. Therefore, there is damage associated with the 

repeated scan on the biological sample. As shown in Figure 23, the globular virus particle 

disintegrated after several repeated scans. Although the setting of the scan is set to be on 

the hard side of tapping, softer tapping will still partially damage the sample. Therefore, 

the AFM tapping set-point needs to be carefully chosen not to disturb the natural state of 

the biological sample.  

 

Repeated	Scans

Particle	disintegrate	after	repeated	tapping
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THE VISUALIZATION OF M13 PHAGE IN THE SILK MATRIX 

 

Figure 24: The comparison between the M13 phage lying directly on the Si substrate 
and the M13 phage embedded into a 5nm thick silk film. 

After the sample preparation, a preliminary AFM measurement of the topography 

of the M13 phage is conducted. As shown in the right image of Figure 24, the phage 

deposited and dried on the Si substrate looks disintegrated. On the other hand, by mixing 

the phage solution directly with the silk solution and spin coated on the Si with an overall 

thickness of ~5nm, the morphology of the M13 phage is preserved very well. This is 

because the silk protein matrix has stabilized both the surface coating protein of the M13 

phage as well as the overall phage in bulk. The network of the fibrous silk protein serves 

as a nano-pockets that contains the M13 phage and prevent them from moving. On the 

molecular level, the hydrophobic domains of the silk also help stabilize the surface 

coating protein by shielding it from degradation. This result provides a preliminary 

evidence of the stabilization of the nanoscale biological sample in the silk matrix.  

 

M-13	phage	on	Gold M-13	phage	embedded	 in	silk
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Figure 25: The comparison of the M13 phage stability under different temperature in 
the silk matrix. 

In addition to the morphology, it is possible to evaluate the stability of the M13 

phage using the s-SNOM technique. This is because the coating protein of the M13 phage 

claims a predominant helical structure, which correspond to a specific IR absorption in 

the amide I band. The structural integrity of the coating protein is highly important for the 

stability of the M13 phage itself, and therefore can be used as a partial indicator of the 

phage stability. As shown in Figure 25, the topography and the IR absorption image of 

the M13 phage embedded in the 5nm silk film measured at different temperature. The 

contrast in the IR absorption image indicate the stability of the coating protein. The IR 

image is taken at a wavenumber of 1661cm-1, which is a typical absorption peak of 

helical protein. As indicated from the IR image, the M13 phage shows the highest 

contrast at the temperature of 37◦C, which is a physiological temperature for many	

biological samples. At lower temperature, chemical and biological process are in general 

very slow because of the retardation of reaction kinetics, and the activity of the biological 

sample is low. On the other hand, at higher temperature, the chemical stability is 
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topography
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50C

α-Helix	at	1661cm-1
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compromised because of the increase rate of chemical reaction that might degrade the 

biological sample. This experiment demonstrates the applicability of the s-SNOM 

technique in the study of nanoscale interaction between the silk protein and the M13 

phage.  

 

 

Figure 26: The ELISA test of the M13 phage activity under different temperatures. 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a plate-based assay technique 

designed for detecting and quantifying bioactivities of biological samples such as 

enzymes, proteins, and antibodies. The bioactivity of the M13 phage can be partially 

indicated by the ELISA technique. As shown in Figure 26A, the ELISA test for the M13 

phage involves three steps. Firstly, the anti-cMyc antibody is coated the substrate surface. 

The anti-cMyc will then bind to the M13 phage when immersed in the M13 phage 

solution. Next, the HRP-conjugated M13 antibody will bind to the M13 phages that are 

fixed on the substrate. If the M13 phage is bioactive, the binding will be successful. The 

addition of the TMB will then create a color reaction whose intensity quantitatively 

indicate the bioactivity of the M13 phage. As shown in Figure 26b, both the activity of 

the pure phage (indicated by P) and the phage embedded in the silk solution (indicated by 
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PS) have the highest value at 37◦C, which agrees well with the s-SNOM measurement. 

However, the bioactivity of the phage embedded in the silk film is significantly lower 

than the pure phage. This is due to the smaller number of M13 phage present in the silk 

film (only a 5nm layer is coated on the substrate) and the possible incomplete release of 

the M13 phage during the ELISA test.  
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Chapter 7: The all-water-based silk water lithography for biological 
applications 

ALL WATER BASED SILK PROCESSING 

Although the previously reported silk based manufacturing such as EBL, IBL and 

UV-lithography are largely water based (during the synthesis and development step), the 

silk protein still need to withstand the bombardment of high energy particles. In this 

context, a complementary manufacturing process that is non-hazardous, mild, and 

economically viable is highly desired as an ideal platform for biomedical applications. 

Among many fabrication techniques, inkjet printing (IJP) has drawn significant attentions 

owing to the direct patterning mode, economic competitiveness, parallelizability, and 

ease of use (56, 146, 147). The natural matching between the water solubility of the 

amorphous silk protein and the aqueous printing ink provides an ideal platform for 

fabricating bio-active structures within a mild manufacturing condition. In this work, the 

harmonious combination of the IJP manufacturing technique with the silk material 

(termed silk based water lithography, or silk WL) is presented for scalable and versatile 

biomanufacturing. Patterns with controllable concave profile on both planar and curved 

surfaces are successfully demonstrated in both serial and parallelized wafer scale printing 

process. It is worth noting that compared to the additive nature of conventional ink-jet 

printing, the silk WL is a naturally dual tone process (that is, both additive and 

subtractive). The water etching of the silk film features a subtractive mode while the 

dispensing of functional ink represents the additive side of the manufacturing. 

Furthermore, the facile inclusion of functional molecules in the water based ink as well as 

in the silk matrix impart functionality as a new design space to the silk WL platform. 

Meanwhile, the stabilization capability of the silk protein ensures an optimal operating 

environment for the doped molecules. This dual mode (i.e. pattering and stabilization) of 
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manufacturing control exemplifies a generalized lithography process to produce 

structures with both customizable geometry and functions, which opens up a wide range 

of opportunities in flexible optics and biomedical applications. 

 

Figure 27: Print-to-pattern on silk substrates. (a) Schematic illustration of silk WL. 
Both the ink and the silk substrate can be functionalized by the inclusion of 
molecules. Parallel printing is achieved by using multiple nozzles. Planar 
patterns including dot matrix, line arrays, and fluorescent checkerboard 
pattern (by using fluorescein sodium-doped ink) implemented by silk WL. 
(b, c) Experimental (blue curves) and simulated (red curves) transmission 
spectra of two types metasurfaces fabricated using silk WL. (d, e) Optical 
and SEM images of micro-hole arrays with different periodicities (left) and 
depths (right) generated on silk substrate by silk WL. The micro-pillars are 
fabricated by liftoff and the micro-holes are fabricated by ion beam etching, 
where both of the steps are conducted following the WL step. (f, g) With the 
current setup, 2048 nozzles can print in parallel and wafer scale patterns can 
be finished within 10 ms (h) Split ring resonator (SRR) array printed on 
nonplanar substrate using silk WL. 
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The solubility of the amorphous silk protein in water lays the foundation of the 

IJP derived silk WL. As shown in Fig. 1a, the ink droplets from the nozzles of the inkjet 

printers etches down the silk film through dissolution, and create micro-holes (positive 

pattern) in situ. This process is inherently development-free since the material is directly 

removed from the printed location. The water based ink used in this process is a natural 

vehicle for a variety of molecules and particles and therefore adds the corresponding 

functionalities as a new dimension to the fabricated patterns. Various types of functional 

molecules, such as fluorescent dyes, growth factor, and therapeutic drugs, can be used in 

the ink as long as they are soluble in water. Compared with earlier endeavors to integrate 

silk protein into the IJP platform where the silk solution and other organic solvents (such 

as methanol) are used as the ink, the silk WL technique eliminates recurring issues of 

nozzle clogging due to silk gelation as well as bio-incompatibility due to the usage of 

toxic materials. 

The inkjet-printing mode of the WL process naturally ensures its versatility as a 

generalized lithography platform where not only geometries but also functions are 

defined in the patterning process. As a proof-of-principle demonstration, dot matrices 

with an average diameter of 16 μm and center-to-center distance of 30 μm are 

fabricated (Figure 27A). By regulating the spaces between the individual droplets, 

smooth lines are successfully fabricated by using a 10 μm droplet spacing. For 

biologically relevant features, the droplet size is customized to about 5 μm, which can 

be further reduced by using smaller nozzles. Meanwhile, the inherent advantage of 

incorporating functional dopants in the aqueous ink has also been tested where a 

checkerboard pattern is created by printing fluorescein sodium-doped ink. It is worth 

noting that the silk solution – the resist material in the silk WL process – can also be 

functionalized by including dopants, which adds another degree of versatility in the 
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design space of the functional structures. The choice of dopant inclusion in the ink or the 

silk matrix determines the functional tonality (negative for ink functionalization and 

positive for silk matrix functionalization) of the printed pattern. As a maskless patterning 

technique, the regulation of the printing parameters of the silk WL empowers its 

capability to created grayscale structures. As shown in Figure 27B, the individual letters 

of the “SIMIT” pattern are composed of two-dimensional dot arrays with different lattice 

constants (Λ = 100μm, 70μm, and 45μm, respectively), which shows a difference in 

terms of the shades. From another perspective, grayscale printing can be fulfilled by 

modulating the etching depth via controlling the number of droplets (Nd) (the depth of 

the holes are D = 200 nm, 500 nm, and 900 nm, respectively) with the same lattice 

constant (Λ = 70 μm) as shown in Figure 27C. Such control over both the pattern 

geometry, periodicity, and function of the silk WL promises a convenient “print-to-

pattern” platform for bio-photonics. 

In addition to the patterning performance, the compatibility with pattern 

transferring techniques such as lift-off and ion beam etching is an important benchmark 

to gauge the applicability of a lithographic process. In this context, metasurfaces consist 

of micropillars made by liftoff (Figure 27D) and microholes made by ion beam etching 

(Figure 27E) have been directly fabricated after the silk WL step on freestanding low-loss 

polyimide substrates. A terahertz time-domain-spectroscopy (THz-TDS) covering the 

spectral region of 1-5 THz (TAS7500TS, Advantest, Japan) is used to characterize the 

response of the as-fabricated metasurfaces. The experimentally measured THz 

transmission spectra (blue curves) shows consistent resonant frequencies with the 

simulated transmission spectra (red curves), highlighting the quality of the fabricated 

structures. In addition, parallelized wafer-scale printing is achieved by using multiple 

printing nozzles which can be controlled and functionalized individually. With the 
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current setup, 2048 droplets can be dispensed simultaneously and ~10 ms is required for 

patterning an entire wafer (Figure 27F, G). Another important exemplification of the 

versatility of the WL process lies in its ability to print on curved surfaces. As shown in 

Figure 27H, a split ring resonator (SRR) array on the curved surface of a tube has been 

fabricated using WL process. This non-selectivity of substrate morphology opens up 

many opportunities for WL in applications that involves non-planar topographies such as 

tissue scaffold and conformal biomedical devices. 
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GUIDING AND IMMOBILIZING BIO-COMPOUNDS 

 

Figure 28: Bioprinting for customizable cell patterning culture based on print-to-pattern 
WL. (a) Schematic exhibition from customizable drug patterning to cell 
patterning culture including cerebral glioma cells and neuronal cells on the 
silk film substrate. (b-d) Cerebral glioma cells cultured on the silk film 
substrate with drug temozolomide (TMZ). After 7days, the dark-field 
stereomicroscopic photograph of double immunofluorescence staining with 
Nestin (green fluorescence) and nuclear staining (blue DAPI staining) of 
cerebral glioma cells showing patterned cell growth in the shape of 
checkerboard (the right image, scale bar: 200 μm). (e-g) The neuronal 
cells patterning growth process on the silk film substrate with rat tail 
collagen complementary to patterned cerebral glioma (scale bar: 200 μm).. 
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The power of the silk WL paradigm lies not only in its capability to create 

controllable geometries, but also the acquirement of functions from dopants that can be 

embedded into the ink and the silk matrix. Thus the silk WL is an exemplification of a 

generalized versatile lithography technique, where both shape and functions can be 

delivered on demand. In addition, the mild fabrication condition (ambient environment) 

and the usage of bio-friendly materials (only silk and water are involved) of silk WL is 

inherently compatible with biological applications. The aqueous ink can be 

functionalized with bio-active components such as collagen (which promotes cell 

adhesion) and TMZ (which inhibit the growth of cancer cells). As illustrated in the 

schematic of Figure 28A, the dopants in the ink defines the functionalities of the 

fabricated patterns to guide cell fates. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, cerebral 

glioma cells are cultured on a checkerboard-patterned silk substrate using TMZ doped ink 

(Figure 28B). The glioma cells are the major component of the brain tumor whose 

inhibition is vital to the alleviation of brain-related disease. As shown in the fluorescence 

image, the initially casted glioma cells all over the substrate will eventually only survive 

on the TMZ ink-free area, demonstrating the inhibition capability of the printed TMZ ink 

(Figure 28C & D). Meanwhile, the promotion of cell growth can be achieved by using the 

appropriate dopants. As shown in Figure 28E-G, neuronal cells are cultured on silk 

substrates patterned with collagen doped ink. The fluorescence images show that the cells 

proliferate and grow in good accordance with the collagen patterns. The silk WL can also 

be extended to a broad range of biomedical applications including cell-based assays, 

biosensors, and biochips thanks to its inherent biocompatibility and functional patterning 

capability. 

The silk WL using an IJP framework provides an ideal solution for conveniently 

dispensing aqueous functional inks to a bio-compatible matrix. Compared to other 
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conventional fabrication techniques for semiconductor industry, the silk WL is naturally 

favored for biologically relevant applications. This is partially due to the mild processing 

conditions for the silk WL where the printing can be conducted in the ambient 

environment, as opposed to the vacuum requirement for the EBL and IBL. The extensive 

choice of doping materials (non-toxic and bio- active) for both the ink and the silk matrix 

contributes to the versatility of this platform to provide functions on the printed 

structures. The direct material deposition nature of the silk WL also ensures the printed 

molecules maintain their inherent structures without the influence of high energy particle 

bombardment (i.e. electrons, ions and photon). Since the water acts as an etchant to the 

silk film, the development step is achieved simultaneously during the patterning step with 

a controllable curvature profile. Although the IJP based process suffer from a relatively 

lower resolution (>5 μm), the feature size is still relevant for biomedical devices. 

Moreover, with the advancement of electrodynamic jet printing (e-jet printing), 

submicron-sized patterns can be achieved for applications that requires higher precision. 

Meanwhile, the parallelization of the printing with multiple nozzles grants the potential 

for large scale manufacturing.  

Despite an IJP process by nature, the silk WL distinguish itself from the 

conventional IJP, which operates in an additive manner. During the silk WL process, the 

inks dissolve the silk film and create a hole in the location of landed droplet, featuring a 

subtractive fabrication mode. This allows a more flexible delivery of materials since both 

the ink and the silk matrix can contain functional dopants. Thus a dual tone fabrication 

can be achieved where the fabricated patterns possess a different function from the un-

patterned area. The facile incorporation of dopants (such as surfactant) also enables 

modulation of the hydrophobicity of both the ink and silk matrix, which is crucial for 

controlling the droplet dynamics during the printing process. In addition, since the silk 
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protein is a well-known stabilizing agent for a variety of fragile organic and biological 

materials, the dopants in the ink can maintain their activities in the silk matrix through the 

dissolution and mixing during the pattern formation. This feature can be multiplexed by 

the simultaneous printing of multiple types of inks, which grants even more complex 

functions to the printed structures. The combination of precise placement, ease of control, 

flexible material choice, mild processing condition and versatile functionalization endows 

the silk WL with various opportunities in optics, tissue engineering, drug delivery, and 

implantable devices. This work has been submitted to Advanced Materials.  
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

Figure 29: Schematic representation of the strategies used to modify, manufacture and 
characterize silk materials. (45, 51, 53, 54, 57, 58, 60, 61, 148). This work is 
part of a review paper and has been accepted by Advanced Materials.  

 

After millions of years of evolution, silk fibers have achieved a perfect balance 

between strength and toughness in a light-weighted and flexible fashion, serving as the 

critical structural material for the survival of silkworms and spiders. Such mechanical 

properties have attracted many scientific and commercial efforts to replicate silk fibers 

for applications beyond their natural function, although challenges still remain to 

fabricate fibers with comparable mechanical performance. Nevertheless, as a sustainable 

material, silk - among many other natural biopolymers - holds great promise in a broad 
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range of scientific, environmental and economic applications that benefit both the people 

and the planet.  

Compared with the long history and wide applications of silk fibroin materials 

produced by silkworms - because of the cultivation of Bombyx moray silkworms for the 

industry and being amenable to large-scale manufacturing - the progress on scientific 

research and commercialization of spider silk relatively fall behind mainly due to 

difficulties in harvesting large amounts of materials. The territoriality and the 

cannibalism of the spiders make them difficult to farm and therefore the mass production 

of spider silk has been impractical. The advancement of biochemical synthesis holds 

promise on producing increasing volumes of high-quality silk biopolymers with desired 

mechanical properties and/or biological functionalities after optimizations via a vast 

amount of explorations.   
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Figure 30: The technological roadmap of “Revolutionary Silk Road”. The roadmap 
serves as a simplified guide that connects the applications of the silk fibroin 
with the appropriate manufacturing and modification technologies in a 
systematic manner. The roadmap starts at the center of the figure with an 
objective of the application, followed by the requirements that needs to be 
addressed by the manufacturing and modifications of the silk fibroin. The 
final recommended combinations (the roadmap only listed the most 
common ones) is summarized in the outmost layer of the figure.[62, 67, 70, 
81, 82, 162-165] (45, 51, 71, 129, 149-153) Photo credits: (154) and spider 
web (155). 
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Silk was used as a suturing material over a century ago was an early attempt for 

its entry in biomedical applications.  Since then, many research efforts on silk have 

followed along this direction thanks to its robust mechanical properties, outstanding 

cytocompatibility, the controllable degradation, and mild aqueous environmental 

conditions during silk processing. The control of materials properties can be implemented 

through the control of water content during processing. The modification and 

functionalization are also achievable at multiple levels ranging from genetic engineering 

and chemical modification to mesoscale assembly and macroscale mixing. Additionally, 

silk proteins can be readily formed into a variety of material formats ranging from gels, 

strands, sponges and blocks, through to foams and films. It offers unlimited opportunities 

on the creation of multi-functional, hierarchical and heterogeneous structures and devices 

at multiple scales over orders of magnitudes - ranging from nm to mm and above - with 

shape and function on demand. We summarize a technological roadmap of 

“Revolutionary Silk Road” to provide a brief overview of recent developments in silk 

technology with emphasis on (non-textile) applications including precise bio-patterning, 

and controlled delivery, bio-optics and bio-photonics, flexible and degradable electronics, 

tissue engineering and medical implants, enabled by advances in the material 

modification and structure/device manufacturing (Figure 30). The roadmap serves as a 

reference that matches applications with the appropriate technology.  For example, if a 

green fabrication process in a cleanroom environment is needed, and required feature size 

are relatively large, then photolithography, multiphoton lithography, or scanning probe 

lithography can be applied to the silk protein with the appropriate chemical modification. 

Similarly, if an implanted solid device is needed, then the silk bulk material doped with 

the appropriate therapeutic agents can be manufactured through machining. The chart 
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serves as a simplified guide for connecting the application with the appropriate 

manufacturing and modification technologies in a systematic manner. 

While decent progress has been made on re-empowering silk with more new 

functionalities while maintaining its advantageous intrinsic properties, the comprehension 

of certain aspects (such as structure-property relationships and assembly mechanism of 

natural or engineered silks) of the biological paradigms are still incomplete. 

Understanding the fundamental biomaterial behavior will indeed continue to move us 

forward and facilitate bioinspired technology development in many important aspects. 

For example, silk has been proven as an effective carrier material for enhanced thermos-

stability of both antibiotics and vaccines, which could potentially help to save millions of 

lives each year in developing countries where equipment and procedures used in 

transport, storage and handling of vaccines - i.e. cold chains - are not readily available. 

Economically, the revolution of silk could potentially convert the entire silk industry 

from a currently labor-intensive textile industry with main products on silk yarns, fabrics, 

garments and carpets into a high-tech and high-value-added one with ground-breaking 

applications in tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, medical implants, advanced 

manufacturing and information technology. With the versatile ways of functionalizing, 

manufacturing, and analyzing this natural material, new properties and applications will 

be realized with the combinatory research efforts from people in this area.  
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